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BEING A CONTINUATION OF THE GAMBIER OBSERVER AN D WES T E II N C II U II C II J O U R N A L ,
CHAUNCEY COLTON, D.D., PROPRIETOR.

VOLUME XI.
THE WESTER^ EPISCOPAL OBSERVER.

<T 1)rIst anb tf)c <EJ)urcJ)....«ErutI> anti 2Lolic.

CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE, SATURDAY, MARCH 27, 1841.

THOMAS R. RAYMOND, PUBLISHER.

NUMBER

13.

no religion. Yet here is danger that the cares and according to our faith it is unto us—we sheds the bitterest tears. Other evils excite elegant establishment of warm baths, conduc heart, embracing those of a spritdal or heav
of
the world may infringe upon the hours of expect nothing, and therefore receive nothing. the compassion of the Divine Being, but this ted, as is usual in France, in the most com enly nature, and which alone can satisfy, be
EDITED BY
retirement, and either abridge our private O this unbelief as to the success of the ordi awakes his holy displeasure. This grieves fortable manner imaginable.
cause they only are in their nature eternal,
REV. CIIAVNC’EV COETOW,
devotions, or render them interrupted and nary means of grace! It offends God—it his Holy Spirit! Against this, therefore, he
“
WILLIAM JACKMOX,
Among the public buildings, are a college, and nothing but a consciousness of the eter
JOII.N T. IfKOORi:.
broken. And where this is not the case, we must be repented of—ministers and people most earnestly prays,‘Oh! that thou wouldst a museum, and an extensive public library.-— nal duration cf those things upon which the
“
I1EAKV V. ». JOHNS.
are very liable to become hasty, dull, and for are guilty in this thing—and we all need to keep me from evil, that it may not grieve In the museum is the finest collection from the heart fixes its affections supremely, can afford
PUBLISHED WEEKLY, AT CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE, mal in our closets.
We should have regular, humble ourselves and repent together. May me.’
estimated five hundred varieties of the two tme satisfaction and happiness here, and a con
BY THOMAS R . RAYMOND.
stated seasons for retirement; and nothing the Lord forgive us! God has said his word
Surely, he who taught us to say, ‘Our Fa great families of the humming-bird (termed firmation of it hereafter. In conclusion, he
should be suffered to prevent our observance shall not return void; and why should we not ther,’ must have inspired this prayer, so by the French, fly-bird, and colibrl) I have made his usual close and practical appplication,
Print.!*! the IFcitern Church Pre*,, Rogers’Row, West Fourth-Street, Cincinnati.
of those seasons. There must be regularity expect to reap fruit from every sermon? We strikingly does it breathe the spirit of that ever seen; and some curious specimens of that and while he warned his hearers against pla
7er»w....Two Dollars aud Fifty Cents per annum, payable in advance.
that there may be spirituality. We should must expect it, and pray for it. AYe must simple, beautiful model. How brief, yet, how remarkable production, the geode or eagle cing undue affection upon the things that are
ever be in the Spirit in our closets; and if not have confidence in the Head of the church— comprehensive its petitions! How cluldlike! stone. The cabinet of antiquities contains seen, he also cautioned them against despising
<91) s c r u c c.
so when we enter we should not leave them in the means lie has instituted—in the spirit How fervent! How well it exemplifies the some excellent Egyptian and Roman remains, any of the gifts of God, but to use all tilings
till we are. But alas, how prone are we to he has promised—or we sin against the Lord definition of prayer:—‘the offering up of our including numerous mosaics that were found in subordination to his will, and for his glory.
EARLY RISING AND PRAYER.
irregularity, and consequently to formality! our God, and expose ourselves to his displeas desires to God for things agreeable to his in the immediate neighborhood.
Although not among the points illustrated du
BY HENRY VAUGHAN, 1695.
Our sins keep us from our closets; and the ure.
will.’ At the cloeo-of such a prayer, we do
The department of the Doubs counts among ring the progress of his remarks, my mind
When first thy eyes unveil, give thy soul leave
desertion of our closets leads us farther into
Such are some of the sins against the Lord, not wonder to find the record, ‘and God the eminent names it has produced; Tissot, was fixed frequently, in connection with the
To do the like; our bodies but forerun
sin. Thus our closets often testify that there of which professors of religion may be guilty. granted him that which ho requested.’
Marshal Moncey, Victor Hugo, and Cuvier subject, upon the supremacy of the natural
The spirit’s duty; true hearts spread and heave
are with us, even with us, sins against the There are others; pride, envy, rain-glory—
of the last, a colcssal statue has been placed affections as often exhibited in the social rela
Unto their God as flowers do to the sun;
KEEPING THE SABBATH.
Lord our God.
but I need not dwell upon them. Let every
tions of the family circle. If there is any
in the public library.
Give him thy first thoughts then, soshalt thou keep
Among these sins corrupt imaginations one inquire, Is there not with me, even with
By
keeping
a Sabbath, we acknowledge a
The Academy of Sciences of Franehe Com one condition of this life wherein the foretaste
Him company all day, and in him sleep.
may be specified. It is one of the blessed me, sins against the Lord my God?
God, and declare that we are not Atheists; by te holds its sittings at Besancon. It is under of the enjoyment of heavenly happiness is
N. Y. Observer.
Yet never sleep the sun up; prayer should
designs of the gospel to bring every imagina
keeping one day in seven, we protest against the patronage of the government,—the lectu felt and realized more than in any other, it is
Dawn with the day; there are set awful hours
tion of the heart into subjection. It is de
idolatry; and acknowledge that God wlio, in rers being officially appointed, and paid.— to be found within the hallowed precincts of
TRIALS ARE MERCIES IN DISGUISE.
’Twixt heaven and us; the manna was not good
signed to make the heart a temple, of the ‘Behold, I have refined Ihee, but not with silver; I have chosen Ihee in the fur the beginning made the heavens and the Among the awards for the present year, was that family where the affections of its mem
After sun-rising: far-day sullies flowers:
Holy Ghost. But the heart is deceitful. It nace of affliction?—Is. xlviii: 10.
earth; and by keeping our Sabbath on the a medal to the author of an essay, the best of bers are fixed supremely upon God, and the
Rise to prevent the sun: sleep doth sin glut,
needs to be kept with all diligence. How Mourner, have darkening clouds of sorrow
first of the week, we protest against Judaism, many which were written to prove that the things of God. The social affection as con
And heaven’s gate opens when the world is shut.
Around thy path unwelcome shadows cast;
frequently do our thoughts wander to the ends
and acknowledge that God who, having proper observance of Sunday, is, apart from nected with those so nearly allied to us, in its
Making thee tremble, lest the coming morrow
of the earth!
Walk* with thy fellow-creatures: note the hush
made the world, sent his only begotten Son the obligations of the commandment, essen natural state is one of the strongest implanted
Be wrap’d in sadness like the sombre past?
Improper feelings towards ministers or
And whisperings amongst them. Not a spring
to redeem mankind. The observation, there tially useful, both in a moral aud physical in our nature, yet with all the innumerable
Or leaf but hath his morning hymn; each bush
members of the church are common sins; Have many of thy dearest joys been blighted—
fore, of the Sunday in the Christian church, point of view. From the subject being thus and interesting links which unite to make this
Have cherish’d hopes been early swept away—
And oak doth know I AM,—Canst thou not sing; God requires us to respect, and love, and obey
is a public Weekly assertion of the two first conspicuously entertained and countenanced chain of affection so strong in nature, for all
Oh leave thy cares and follies! go this way,
the pastors of the church. He says, Let the Has this world’s lamp which once thy pathway articles in Gift creed,—the belief in God the by public opinion, an encouraging conclusion eternal purposes it is but a rope of sand, per
lighted
And thou art sure to prosper all the day.
elders that rule well, be counted worthy of Extinguish'd
Father Almighty, the maker of heaven and may be drawn, since undoubtedly, at present, ishable as any other earthly thing, to be sever
been, no more to give its ray?
double
honor,
especially
they
who
labor
in
earth; and in Jesus Christ, his only son, cur one of the most objectionable points in the ed by death, never more to be united in eter
Serve God before the world; let him not go
the word and doctrine. For the Scripture Oh! see the hand, that thus w ould surely guide thee Lord.—Bishop Horsley.
habits of the French, is that of trading and nity. Painful and even dreadful as this truth
Until thou hast a blessing; then resign
Through earth’s illusions to a better home;
saith,
Thou shalt not muzzle the ox that treadattending the theatres on the Sabbath day.
is, it is no less painful that it is true, ‘for with
The whole unto him, and remember who
eth out the corn; and, The laborer is worthy A home, where human ills cannot betide the,
Among
the
literary
men
at
Besancon,
is
the
Prevail’d by wrestling ere the sun did shine:
out holiness no man shall see God? Great
C o m i n u mentions.
Where earthly soriows have no power to come.
of his reward. Again, obey them that have
Pour oil upon the stones, weep for thy sin,
celebrated linguist, Monsieur Franck; in is the mystery of godliness;—great is the
the rule over you, and submit yourselves: for Daily blessings round tiiy footsteps springing,
Then journey on, and have an eye to heaven.
For the Western Episcopal Observer.
whose society and acquaintance,it is needful for mystery of sin ;—-but greater, far greater, is
Like cluster-roses on a single stem;
they watch for your souls, as they that must
PASSAGES FROM THE MANUSCRIPT JOUR me to say, we have had much pleasure. This the mystery of that love, that all-sufficient,
When the world’s up, and every swarin abroad,
give account. 1 Tim. v. 17, 18; Heb xiii. 17. Repose of mind, and social comfort bringing—
gentleman, a proficient in many languages, is eternal love, which God the Father had for us
NAL OF A TOUR IN EUROPE.
Keep well thy temper, mix not with each clay;
Say, mourner, hast thou not forgotten them?
In his desire to do right, to arrive at wise and
a member of the Asiatic Society of Faris, and that lie could give up, not one of many,-—but
BY VV . NIXON.
Despatch necessities; life hath a load
safe conclusions, the minister may have look Have they not fail’d to lead thee to that Father
is considered one of the first Hebrew scholars the one only begotten, only beloved son, to
Which must be carried on, and safely may:
THE ARMY.----PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS.—SACRED
ed at all sides of difficult questions; he may
Who spares the. rod in mercy while he may;
in Europe. He has been engaged, for some die for us the shameful and exceedingly cruel
Yet keep these cares without thee; let the heart
LITERATURE.
Have
they
not
prov
’
d
a
snare
unto
thee
rather,
have read what is advanced by the advocates
time, upon a translation into French, of the death of the cross, that by his death we might
Be God’s alone, and choosfi the better part.
And made thee trust what could not be thy stay;
of different opinions; and after weighing the
Besancon, April 4, 1840.
psalms and prophecies of the Old Testament, be made heirs of eternal life. As a conse
SINS SEARCHED OUT.
matter well in all its bearings he may have O! wouldst thou hug the chain that earth has
The tendency of the increasing intercourse part of which has already been published at quence of sin death entered into the world,
given,
But are there not with you, even with you, sins arrived at opposite conclusions to ourselves;
and then death, natural death, passed upon all
among nations is evidently pacific. Pleased Faris, in very beautiful style.
against the Lord your God?—II Chron. xxviii. 10.
When God would strike its fetters from thy soul;
should he tlicrcforc be persecuted?. Or he
Mons’r Franck, as a souvenir, lias kindly men, for all must die, and the history of tlie
as
the
French
are
with
military
parade,
emu

The time had come for God to chastise may have taken but a one-sided view of a sub Wouldst clasp again the links that he has riven,
lous as they arc of military renown, and per presented me with Tiis manuscript copy world attests to the verity of the Scripture,
Judah, and he was pleased to employ Israel jected, and hence concluded partially and er And yield thy spirit to this world’s control 1
fect as is their system of military discipline in English, of some of the sacred effu that this consequence of sin has been, anti is
for this purpose, lie permits Israel to pre roneously; even then he deserves our pity and A veil was on thy heart that hid the glory
and appointment, still arc they every day be sions of the psalmist, one of which I shall daily and hourly being fulfilled before our eyes.
vail over Judah; one hundred and twenty our prayers, not our anger, nor reproach nor
Of heav’nly things, as with a misty haze;
coming better able to appreciate the value of transcribe, as it may be interesting to the crit But blessed, thrice blessed be our God and
thousand valiant men are slain in one day, revenge. {Sometimes misunderstandings arise Yet robed the earth in hues of fabled story,
peace, and more inclined to promote its per ical reader, to compare it with the common Father, that with the doom of death, justly
because they had forsaken the Lord God of among professors of religion; their feelings are
Chameleon hues, which vanish as we gaze.
manence throughout the world. Humanity, version of the Bible. The sense appears to pronounced for thfe transgression of the law in
their fathers; and two hundred thousand cap excited; they get estranged from each other; That veil is lifted—say, canst thou regiet
a powerful principle in their bosom, is acqui be happilv preserved; (see verses 1, and 2, Adam, came also the gracious promise of eter
The hope delusive, that had led thee on
tives are taken, women, sons and daughters, perhaps will not even speak when they meet.
ring the ascendency of military fame, and do Ac.,) it is rich in oriental imagery; (see 3, 4, nal life in Christ; that the grave should be
and much spoil. These captives they inten Is this the Spirit of Christ? lias 1 1C nut Thy bCtlci R»l tv opurn- - tl» j-• Patb-ojk i r* .Frvi’flpal-—
6, 10, Ac.,) and throughout, tlie spirit of in shorn of its victory, and death of its sting, to
mestic iiiqqrin.**-. tl" j:»ofiwonrn t.n-an
Say,
wilt
thou
cherish
what
he
frowns
upon?
ded to reduce to servitude. They rejoiced in taught us to forgive? Has he not told us that
pated conscription. In all companies 1 have spiration ls'aiimiraDiy susraiiieu.
him. However strong then, our affections
their success as if they were themselves free if we forgive not, our heavenly Father will The griefs of earth which still to thee are clinging, found the desire of peace to prevail; and doubt
PSALM 91,
from sin. But a prophet of the Lord delivers not forgive us? Look well at the context.
Should make thee yearn a Saviour’s love to share; not, as soon as the politics of Europe assume ‘ Presented to--------------- , as a mark of de may be for the things of this life, or for those
them a message from Iris Master. ‘Behold,’ See with what feelings Israel regarded Judah, While to the Cross thy burthen thou art bringing,
a more settled position, that Peace societies voted friendship, Ac., Ac., by the translator, who are most near and dear unto us, it is per
M. S. Franck.’
fectly powerless in warding off the shaft of
he says, ‘behold, because the Lord God of and then ponder the searching question of the
That Saviour’s smile will surely greet thee there. will meet with encouragement in Paris as well
1. lie (that man) dwellcth under the protec death, and in preventing the fulfilment of the
your fathers was wroth with Judah, he hath prophet. Read Eph. iv. 30—32 and 5: 1, 2. The ‘bruised reed’bener th the tempest bending,
as in London.
Will not be broken though a whirlwind come;
tion of the Most High—lie passeth primeval curse, which falls alike upon the just
delivered them into your hands, and ye have
Another sin against God is withholding
Among the data for estimating the destruc
his nights under the shade of the and the unjust; Setting our affections on
slain them with a rage that reachcth unto our substancefrom the support of the gospel Support and strength thy Father’s spirit lending,
tion of human life consequent upon the wars
Will guide thee safely to thy peaceful home.
Almighty,—
things above, is therefore, the only remedy,—•
heaven. And now ye purpose to keep under at home and abroad. The Lord has made
of Napoleon, may be stated tile fact, that the
AVhosavs unto Jehovah, ‘thou art my de and it is aii all-sufficient one, by which we
2.
the children of Judah and Jerusalem for bond it the duty of his people to sustain the gospel
population of France, in twenty-four years
THE PRAYER OF JABEZ
fender and my strong hold, the on can obtain the perfect and undoubted assu
men and bondwomen unto you; but—look at and gospel institutions. They are to do this
from 1815, has increased six and a half mill
How
unlobked
for,
yet
how
refreshing,
this
ly God in whom I do confide?
rance, that though we die, yet shall we live,
your own hearts and lives—examine your where they live; and none can refuse to do it,
ions, or from twenty-seven to thirty-three
3. For he will rescue thee from the ensnar live eternally, and pass to the full enjoyment
selves—ye may be more guilty than they— and yet give good evidence of piety. And fountain in the desert! It is the fragrance of
millions and a half. And the number of men
ing net,—from the havoc-bringing of the treasures which our hearts shall have
are there not with you, even with you, sins not only is the gospel to be supported at arose, blooming in a scene of desolation! a who remain at home is so much greater now
wind of the desert.
laid up in heaven. To parents what earthly
against the Lord your God? Now hear me, home, but it is also enjoined upon the church lovely flower; unfolding its beauties on the than during the despotism of Bonaparte, that
therefore, and deliver the captives again, to preach the gospel to every creature. In barren hill-side! It is a familiar tone, coming females are not so generally found to monopo 4. He will cover tlicc with liis wings, and treasures are to he compared with those they
which ye have taken captive of your breth this work the whole sacramental host are to to the car when it listened only for discordant
thou shalt take shelter under his pin possess in their children, in whom is concen
lize the vocations of the males as was the ease
ren, for the fierce wrath of the Lord is upon enlist; laboring acording to their talents, and sounds! the welcome voice of a friend, rising
ions,—his friendship is a bulwark trated by a power of union peculiar in its na
during the sway of the emperor.
you.’
ture, and from its peculiarity can be felt and
giving according to their ability. When we over the din of the passing multitude, and
and a parapet unto thee.
And how much is it to be regretted, that the
Some sins arc more especially sins withhold our contributions, we fail to comply bringing assurance of the nearness of one
Thou shall not be afraid of the terrors of realized by parents alone, that strong and
against our follow men. They injure them with the injunctions of our Divine Master, and whose sympathies, and joys, and sorrows, are perpetual dread of violence and aggression
the night, neither of the arrow that deep feeling which enshrines them in the heart
in their person, property, or good name; we cannot expect his approbation. There is in unison with our own. The eye passes should seem to render the armed state of Eu
as part and parcel of their nature. Increase'
is flying by day ;
wound their feelings conflict with their inter that withholdeth more that is meet—and long carelessly over the group of strangers congre ropean nation* st oil expedient. Unconnec 6. NTor of the desert wind that glides in the of nuftibers abates not a jot of the parental
ests, and interrupt, if not destroy, their hap er than is meet—but it tendeth to poverty! gated around us, but it rests, with delight, on ted with the important moral and religious
dark; neither of the simoom de love, but die more are the increased demands
piness. But, notwithstanding this, all sins The gospel requires punctual as -well as an one whom we recognise as a fellow pilgrim, considerations of the subject, which, even un
upon it, the more copiously sefems to flow tlm
structive
that wastes at noon.
on his way to Jerusalem. He speaks the der a monarchy, it is painful to reflect upon,
are against God, being violations of his law, adequate support.
stream of parental affection from the hidden
Though
thousands
fad
at
thy
side,
and
abuses of his goodness and injuries to his
Another sin is worldliness. First, it language of Canaan! Shall we not give him what an enormous item docs the pay and ma
ten thousand at thy right hand, it fountain in the parental heart, which at the
creatures. Hence, whenever we sin, no mat causes us to withhold our substance from the right hand of fellowship, and say, ‘Peace teriel of an army constitute in national expen
(the havoc) will never approach call of nature yields its treasure to be bestow
ter how, or where, we sin against the Lord benevolent enterprises; and then this with he upon thee?’ lie is one of the Lord’s song diture. If France -retain 400,000 men, ta
ed alike upon one, or to each one of many,
thee.
our God. And herein consists the chief evil holding tends to increase our worldliness. sters. Listen to his warblings! ‘O that thou king for officers and privates, the low estimate
so that he the one taken and none left, or
Thou
shalt
see
it
with
thine
eyes,
of sin.
'Flic more we give, and the oftener we give, wouldst bless me indeed!’ Do not our of a franc per day, the annual amount will fib
thou shalt only look at the retribu be one taken and many left, natnre alike mourns
Professing Christians have covenanted to the more willing arc we usually to give; but hearts re-echo the petition? AVe have used twenty-seven millions of dollars, independent
as of the dearest idol gone.
tion of the wicked.
be the Lord's', but they forget that they are the less we give, and the seldomer we give, the very same, a thousand and a thousand ly of a new suit of uniform every two years, 9. Because thou hast said: ‘Lord be thou
Can it be that God has made this bond of
the cost and feeding of a hundred thousand
not their own. They have taken the Lord the more difficult is it for us to give. We times.
union so strong, so endearing and lovely in all
my
protector?
and
hast
placed
thy
lO that thou wouldst indeed bless me!’ horses, the purchase of carriages,* arms and
for their Father and Guide; and yet, like keep rnr money till we love it so well that
dwelling under the shelter of the its action asf an inherent principle of our nature,
Israel of old, they depart from him, as a-wife we cannot be persuaded that we ought to This looks like humility, sincerity, and fer amunition, the building and repairs of bar
so full of comfort, and joy, and hope, and
Most High.
treacherously departeth from her husband. give any of it to the Lord. And when we vor! It is a good prayer, for ‘the blessing of racks, Ac., Ac.; and if we further take into 10. Evil will not reach thee,
blessedness, only for the brief aud uncert'aHi
Jer. iii. 4, 26. They have taken the Lord get a little we wish to get more—and to keep the Lord, it niaketh rich, and he addetli no acoount the loss of the productive industry ol
period of our abode here oil earth ?
Surely'
the
blow
shalt
not
light
upon
thy
so many effective men, the amount (for the
Jesus Christ for their Savior; and yet they getting more—we want to be rich. O how sorrow therewith.’
this cannot be : but like every blessing which
tent.
Here, too, we find the seal of adoption, army alone) will be almost incalculable.
are too prone to rely upon their own perfor this has obscured the light of the church!
11. For He (the Lord) will bid his afrgels to wc enjoy7 from the munificent and inereifuF
The system of conscription, is one that, so
mances. They have received the Spirit as The spirit of the world has rolled in upon the the aspiration of the soul after God—and we
hand of our Heavenly Father, is designed to
guard lliee on all thy ways.
their comforter and sanctifier; and yet they church of Christ, marred her beauty and sul do not doubt that the individual in whose long as a large standing army is deemed ne 12. They shall carry thee upon their hands, lead us to repentance, for such is the design
are too unmindful of their dependence upon lied her garments! And where is the differ company we are fallen, is one of the sons of cessary, I find to he generally approved of in
lest thy foot might stumble on a of all the goodness of God. How interest
his gracious influences. They arc witnesses ence now between the church and the world? the Host High—elect—precious. AVe hear France; and because, like the war system of
ing and precious is this view of the subject to
stone.
for God; Ye are my witnesses, saith the Did not Jesus die that lie might redeem us him saying, ‘My soul thirsteth for thee, O militia in England, it is impartial. Every
parents, and to all the members of that family
13.
Thou
may
’
st
boldly
tread
upon
the
shaLord. 'I’he covenant into which they entered from all iniquity and purify unto himself a God! my flesh longeth for thee! Oh! that young man, in the year he is of age, is ballot
who have sought God while he was to bohal (or boa,) and the viper, and tram
ed for. If he escape, he is exempt lor lite ;
on joining the church of Christ, is the oath peculiar people, zealous of good works; but thou wouldst indeed bless me!’
found, and called upon him while he was near
ple
on
the
lion
and
the
tiger.
The next petition is a request for temporal if he be taken; he must procure a substitute,
they took to tell the truth, the whole truth, where now is the peculiarity of his followers?
unto them, and are blessed with the assurance
and nothing but the truth; but, alas, how Should not our faith give us the victory over blessings, and these our Lord has himself or serve for seven years, with a liability of 14. ‘ Because? the Lord says, ‘ he has clung that they have found him, and that their call
unto
my
side
must
I
save
him
—
re

many are perjured witnesses! Their con the world? How is it then that the world is taught us to ask for. ‘Give us this day our being detained in time of war. Substitutes
lieve him I will, for lie has applied ing lias been heard. Their affeetions are set
duct does not tell the truth respecting the victorious over us? In this is there not with daily bread’—‘Feed me with food convenient may usually be obtained for $>250, but a com
upon things above, their love is sanctified and
unto my name.
religion of Jesus. With their lips,they con us, even with us, sin against the Lord our forme’—‘Casting all your care upon him’*— pany established at Paris with branches.over
cemented by the power of the Holy Spirit
fess Christ; in their practice they deny him. God?
‘Oh! that thou wouldst bless me indeed, and the country, for one third of that amount, will 15. If lie call unto me, I will answer him,
which death cannot sever, come how and
I shall rescue him and bring him un
And thus they sin against the Lord their God.
Another sin is placing a low estimate on enlarge my coast.' My own valor and insure the individual before the result of the
when he may, but only separates them for ;r
to
honor.
In the neglect of family devotions there the regular, stated, ordinary means of grace. strength avail nothing. It is the Lord who balloting is made known.
season, all soon to be united again in glory ev
may be sin against the Lord. That it is a These means were instituted by the great teacheth my hands to war—and who subduBesancon being, in the time of Chales A ., 16. Length of days! will give him plentiful erlasting. But oh ! the anguish of heart, tho
ly,
duty to worship God in our families, I take Head of the church, for the conversion of sin eth the people under me. In the name of my the chief town of the Spanish possessions in
bitterness of sorrow, when death enters the
I will show him my salvation? ’
for granted. And if a duty, then to neglect it ners and the edification of saints. They are, God will I set up my banners, and take pos France, became the place of residence of Car
circle of that beloved family where affection’s
is sin. There arc very few who are not com with the Divine blessing, adequate to accom session of the inheritance he hath given me, dinal Granvelle, the minister; and his house
strongest ties binds them together in earthly
For (h « Western Episcopal Observe!
petent to conduct the exercises of family wor plish the purposes of love which God has to while my waiting eyes are unto thee, ‘that is still a conspicuous edifice in the city. It
‘SET YOUR AFFECTIONS ON THINGS
bonds, but in whose hearts the love of God is
ship in some form. If you cannot pray, you ward a fallen world. AVe should make sacri thine hand may be with me.’ AVith me to has a front of 160 feet; presenting three sto
ABOVE.’
not found, whose affections are not set upon
can read a portion of Scripture, or Jay’s fices, if necessary to sustain them, and be prosper my way—with me to baffle the de ries, each of which is ornamented with a cor
The import of these words formed the sub things above, hut only on each other and the
Morning or Evening Exercises, or a prayer, diligent in attending upon them. We should signs of my foes—with me to shield my head nice, supported by a row of doric pillars, run ject of a neighboring pastor’s lecture on a re things of the world, for they sorrow as those
«ud then sing a verse or two, and spend a few believe in their efficiency, under God, and from danger—with me to uphold and sustain ning the whole length of the building. The cent AVednesday evening, in the course ol without hope. But even in such cases, there
moments in silent devotion. AVhere practica expect success to attend them. AVe should —with me to crown with joy and gladness.
entrance, in the style of that period, leads di which he used some striking arguments and is a kind of hope, a hope without warrant of
ble, there should he audible prayer in the expect benefit to our own souls from every
‘And that thou wouldcst keep me from evil!’ rectly into a quadrangular court, surrounded illustrations to show that the things upon scripture or right reason, suggested by the
family, that all may join in it. Exercises of! sermon, and expect sinners to be converted; from the evil of suffering—from the evil of by a colonnade and covered gallery. The which wc set our affections supremely, deter deccitfulness and delusion of the natural!
some kind there should be;
he: and to neglect and for these things we should pray in faith, temptation—from the evil of sin—‘that it ‘ Granvelle palace’ is at present a place of bu mine our condition, and their ability or inabil heart, a hope in the mere mercy of God,—
them is to sin against the Lord our God.
believing. But, alas, wc go to the sanctuary tnav not grieve me.’ Here, again, we behold siness, and affords a habitation for no less than ity to satisfy the desires of the immortal mind, that mercy, long-suffering and goodness whichAnd so of secret devotions. The Savior without expecting to receive benefit ourselves, the Israelite indeed! All the evils which forty families. The garden at the rear, sha or soul. These desires were divided into two have been over them all their lives long, and
as taught us to retire to our closets, and to and without expecting the conversion of sin flourish so luxuriantly in the soil of earth, are ded by its ancientelms, has been thrown open classes, the carnal desires of the unrenewed which they have continually set at nought. If'
AVI^ t0 °Ur father which is in secret, ners; we do not believe the means of grace sources of grief to him, but, most of all, the for a public promenade ; facing upon which, heart, setting its affections upon earthly things, the mercy of God permitted him not to spare
here there is no closet devotion, there is we enjoy will be blessed to us and others; evil in his own heart. It is over this he arc some of the principal cafes ; and a very the lowest class; the spiritual or renewed his own son, in perfecting the glorious plan qS"
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salvation for a fallen and ruined word, how can
we presume to exclude his justice in his deal
ings with us, and cling to the fatal delusion,
that God is too merciful to be just in the pun
ishment of sin, but not too just to pardon the
sinner, though he die in his sins.

wrx<

of mere private judgment, not a region of historical
other obligations, or with the public charities of the omy, or benevolence, is purchased too deaily. We Christian casuistry, admitting of pros and cons.J
evidence. The former class of works, under their noble exceptions, having been characterised by a
parish. Where the church edifice is sufficiently ca would not, for ten thousand ages of worldly joy, That the church press however, has the right ij
philosophical
morality,
a
cold
and
undevout
spirit
evidential aspect, are perfection. But, in the latter
class of works, we find nothing saveascanty sprink negligent of forms, and a half rationalistic piety: pacious, more can be raised than will be sufficient to have one fellow creature rise against us in the judg spectfully to ask for information, and to diffuse it, J
ling of insufficient and exacted witnesses: insufficient and practically no less opposed to the traditiona pay the rector’s salary and the bills for the choir : ment, whose just right had been withheld, or who an opinion which we must be allowed to hold, wild
not only because their testimony is meagre, but also ry and high sacramental views, the devout and but we have few such churches. No church with perished from hunger or cold, or above all, whose out permitting ourselves to be ranked among IhogJ
and especially, because it is irrelevant; exacted, be
soul was lost, through our extravagant expenditure who are supposed to be jealous of property vested d
cause the bulk of them is not cheerily brought for ascetic form of piety of the Oxford divines, than less than one hundred and forty pews on the ground
ward in the first instance, but adduced only in a later to the views of those excellent men of the school floor should ever dream of such a thing, unless they on some worldly gratification. Tt would prove any the church for the extension of her borders, d
Leighton.
work and in consequence of a sort of challenge. known as the Evangelical. Hwrceit would seem, wish to put their prices of pew-rent so high as to ex man to be a lover of pleasure more than of God.
connection with inquiries of such a nature, theij
How, I may ask, are we to account for this marked that so far the as the point of doctrine is common
Such as consume much time should be avoided.— may be a tone of expressed or implied censure whicl
clude
those
to
whom
the
gospel
should
especially
be
Tor the Western Episcopal Observer.
diversity ofcomposition: a diversity, acknowledged
This rule forbids all those pleasures which require is ‘to be blamed.’ We intended nothing of this kid
Messes. Editors:—I perceive in an editorial by the Bishop himself in answer to his opponent, to this and a former age, equal measure is to be preached. Perhaps it may be said, why where is the
who,
strange incorrectness, had charged upon dealt out to each, either to a Tillotson ora PuSey; difference between fixing your pew-rents at once at much time in preparation, much in the enjoyment, in our remarks—our design being mainly to elicj
of the. Churchman of Feb. 27th, that its able but him a with
vain-glorious adduction of the Fathers, when
and much to renew the body and mind afterward. It information and draw attention to the subject, n(l
discourteous editor, in discussing certain points in truth no such adduction bad been made by him and that so far as the form and spirit of the piety a price sufficiently high to meet all your vestry ob
forbids such as make an inroad upon the high and to bring censure or odium on the corporation J
relative to the History of the Doctrine of Justi under any form? Percurrat lector says the unjustly is different in this and the former age that the ligations, and placing them at lower rates, and then
holy duties of family worship, and sweet commun Trinity Church.
fication as stated by the Right Rev. Bishop of charged prelate, harmoniam totam, a capitcad calccni; difference must be attributed not to that which making up the deficiency by a quarterly assessment?
et nihil tale reperiet. (Let the reader peruse the whole they held in common, but to some different ele We reply, try the two plans, and you will find out ing with God. The question is not whether the
We sincerely wish that this vast property may j
Ohio, concludes one of his paragraphs thus: ‘It harmony from beginning to end, and he will find no
Christian may ever intermit these duties, but wheth possible, in coming years, be made more widely u«]
is not thus, we opine, that Shuttleworth. Faber such thing.) Assuredly, we cannot account for the ment; and therefore the definition of Faith as for yourselves. And if our readers insist upon a
er he ever will deliberately plunge into that which of ful to the church,—though we are by no means m
and Townsend, have conducted the argument.’ diversity, on the score of any lack of knowledge, on held by all of these is proved not to be the pa more specific answer, we would say, that it affords
necessity cuts him off’ from those high privileges. aware of what has heretofore been accomplished d
rent
of
those
views,
which
are
considered
pecu

the
vestry
an
opportunity,
in
a
quiet
and
delicate
the
part
of
our
profoundly
read
divine.
The
only
The particular on which he was commenting was
I tlunk, to which we can reasonably be liar to the school of Oxford: and that such theo way, of consulting the circumstances of their pew It requires that lawful pleasure and intercourse with it. During the next half century—a period of gteaj
the charge by the Bishop, of agreement as to an conclusion,
brought, is this: Really Catholic Doctrines may al
society be circumscribed within proper hours, as well interest in the growth of our church in this counlrl
important principle in regard to the doctrine ot ways be determined an d established by catholic evidence; ry, however ingenious and plausible, is contra holders, and rating their assessments for contingen
justification between the Oxford Divines, Bishop but doctrines, which are novel and which thence are de dicted by the stubborn, untheorising testimony of cies according to the ratio above named, as the gen as within proper limits ; that is, we may not turn —this property will be constantly increasing, and id
eral rule, making however, an occasional exception night into day ; we may not trespass on hours of the same ratio, the responsibility of the stewardship
Bull, Hammond,&c. and the Romanists; a charge termined to be uncatholic, cannot thus be established. history, and proved to be unfounded.
Novelty,
brought
out
by
the
exercise
of
mere
inde

A
ndrewes
.-)here and there in favor, it may be, of some widow’s rest any more than on hours of business or devotion. of it, for the advancement of the church and the gld
which the learned editor seems to think unfound pendent and insulated private judgment, as no man
pew—or others who may not be so well able to pay That which may be very right from six to nine ry of God.
ed, and which he more than once insinuates arises knew better than Bishop Bull, is inherently fatal to
* The opinion of Tillotson, as the same with that
o’clock, may be very improper from nine to twelve,
from calvinistic views and feelings. It would the claim of any doctrine to be received as a catholic which Faber reproves, may be clearly seen in the as the more affluent by their side.
because
it makes an inroad upon the order of fami
verity.
Let
our
pew-rents
then,
be
expected
to
pay
the
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY.
appear from the word ‘opine,’ that he had not
following quotation from sermon 173 on Justifying
Had the scheme of Bishop Bull set forth the gen Faith: ‘Nor is this justifying faith, to lay hold of the rector and the instrumental music of the choir : and lies, and deranges domestic and private duties for at
A private letter from a distinguished officer oftlil
himself perused tlie works of those authors upon
purport of the gospel, it could not have been a righteousness and merits of Christ, for the pardon an assessment made quarterly (for if quarterly, the least two days.
the University of Cambridge, England, states the kJ
this subject; and that he does not mean to assert, uine
matter of discovery, by the sole exercise of private of our sins, that is, to trust and confide only in that
To our former rule some may reply, that they have lowing:
hut to insinuate that Faber and the others differ judgment, at a later period. On the contrary, it as the Meritorious cause of our Pardon. For though sum being small will be readily paid) to pay the sex
‘ There is not muCli of the Oxford Tract leave!
in their estimation of Bishop Bull’s doctrine from must have been universally known and received, in this be part of the notion of justifying faith, it is ton, &c., and let our vestries, at their first meeting money enough to pay their debts, provide for their
the Bishop of Ohio. From Faber’s ‘Primitive the catholic church from the very time of the Apos not all; though this be one of the terms or conditions after Easter Monday, appoint a committee of ways families, and to give away. But none can say that here. Some few of the under-graduates, a veil
A confession of doctrinal novelty is a confes upon which we are justified, yet it is not the whole and means, to co-operate with the treasurer, and they have time to waste. We have but just enough small number of Bachelors of Arts, and perhapl
Doctrine of Justification,’ it appears that the tles.
sion of doctrinal falsehood. Doctrinal error may, and entire condition, which besides this, takes in an
Bishop is by no means singular in his ideas upon doubtless, be removed: and long-smothered doctri assent to the whole gospel. Repentance from dead once a quarter call for a report on the finances of the for our business, our souls and our God. Time, like three or four Masters of Arts, have a sympathy wit!
this question; and farther, that as Faber, the stre nal truth may, doubtless, be rediscovered. But, in works, and obedience to all the precepts of the gos church, to be made by the committee charged with the manna, is given to every one according to his ne Newman and Pusey, but there is no very decided adl
pel.’ Archbishop Tillotson died fifteen years before this business ; let every delinquent pew-holder be cessity. He who has but little allotted him, has hesion given in to them, and among the higher an!
nuous opponent of Calvinism in every form, is of every such case, the acquisition of doctrinal truth Bishop
Bull.
must be strictly a rediscovery, as contradistinguished
just enough for the great purposes of his existence,
the Bishop’s mind, that the opinion which they from
t See ‘Element of the Oxford Peculiarities’—Edi then reported to the vestry and arrangements made and lie who has much has nothing over. He who more influential class, there is no feeling toward!
anew discovery, nor can any pretence even of a
for his relief if unable to pay, or for renewed solicit
them at all. All the heads of Colleges, all the PrJ
hold in common is independent of that doctrine. rediscovery be legitimately admitted, unless from torial.
ation if his delay proceed from forgetfulness ; and employs time, neither for the health of his body, nor fessors, nearly all the Tutors, all the Parochial cleil
Faber although not a very safe guide as a theorist, clear and distant historical testimony, the propoun
has obtained a great and deserved reputation as der can shew, that he has merely brought again to
we will venture to say, that our vestries would be the improvement of his intellect, nor for the good of gy are decidedly opposed to the system, and man!
a long-suppressed and a once universally receiv
a judge of historic testimony; and his view of light
surprised at the ease with which they would dispose his or others’ souls, nor the glory of God ; neither are expounding the antagonist truths with muc!
ed primeval doctrine. Divine or doctrinal truth must
Bishop Bull’s principle as subjoined, shews that needs be from the very beginning: and, if from the
of matters that are often mortifying to them and redeems it, nor numbers his days and hours wisely. clearness and force. The Regius Professor of Dil
Better, far better, to meet legions of evil spirits than vinity, Dr. Turton, iricomparibly our first divine, J
the Bishop of Ohio is sustained in Iris conclusion very beginning a doctrine has not subsisted, that cir the pulpit, the fen, and the press. troublesome to their pastors.
by one of the ablest, most eminent and most An ti- cumstance alone demonstrates its palpable falsehood.
We repeat it, we deprecate, except as a matter of the ghosts of murdered hours. Any mind can de decidedly, avowedly, and strongly opposed; soil
CINCINNATI
AND
LOUISVILLE
:
There cannot he a more hopeless fatuity, than either
Calvinistic divines of the age. As the language to assert or to expect a New Doctrinal Discovery in
preliminary necessity, the plan of supporting our termine of any pleasure, whether it falls in with this Corrie, Norisian Professor of Divinity, who basil
of the editor of the Churchman might mislead as the field of Theology. Upon ail such speculations
SATURDAY, MARCH 27, 1841.
churches by a subscription paper. This mode an rule, and whether it answers directly or indirectly Lectuie the young men previous to ordination ; ansi
to the fact of Faber’s argument on this point, and expectations, the canon of Tertullian has for ever
swers tolerably well the first year, scrapes along the the great ends of our existence.
the Margaret Professor Blunt, of St. Johns, thougil
Those places and pursuits which people of the world, he is gentle and kind in his treatment of them, and
would it be more than honest frankness in him, placed an extinguisher. Id esse verum quodcunque
CO-EDITORSHIP—CONTROVERSY.
second, and breaks down early in the third. It is
primum: id esse adulterum, quodungue posterius.
recommend to dissipate seriousness ought to ba avoided.
to make the amende honorable, by causing such (That is truth which is first: that is adulterate,
We doubt whether four neighbouring clergymen objectionable also, as interfering with the indepen The irreligious are excellent judges in this matter.— is the least open and decided in his statements, y;j
fact to become evident to his readers. This can which comes later.)
dence
of
our
clergy.
Pastors
and
people
are
but
frail
can hardly be said to agree with their doctrinal
of our Church, can be found, who agree more fully,
Bishop Bull, I must needs say, both very unfairly
be done in no more thorough method, than by
mortals at best, and should not be subjected to the They know what is opposed to religion ; lienee if views at all.’
and
sympathize
more
heartily
than
the
editors
of
one of their acquaintance becomes seriously impress
transferring to his columns the subjoined argu and very unworthily would intimate: that those, who
receive not his doctrine ofJustification by fidesfor ma this paper. In disposing of those shades of difference temptation just glanced at. An independent band ed, they have their prescription ready, for that which
ment and testimony of Faber:
of
clergy
are
invaluable
to
the
church,
but
woe
be
la, are favorers of Antinomianisrn. Certainly, as which appear to be inseparable from the right and
ELEMENT OF THE OXFORD PECULIARITIES. I
they ascribe a malady. And let their advice be fol
St. Paul complained in his day, St. Paul’s doctrine
We insert the communication of our correspond
The system of Bishop Bull is perhaps not precisely of justification may be abused, by wrong headed lib responsibility of private judgment’ we have no diffi to the cause, when the standard bearer trembles and lowed, it never fails to produce the desired effect.
the same as that of Mr. Knox and the Roman Church, ertines, to the worst of purposes; but 1 have yet to culty. And if it be true that ‘in a multitude of faints.
dent
‘ .Anrfrcwes,’ with unfeigned pleasure. It is grail
but so far as I can understand all the three systems, learn, that a doctrine is to be rejected, because it has counsellors there is safety,” we may hope by the
We hope that our vestries may adopt, especially First it superinduces forgetfulness of God and eter ifying to find one, for whose personal piety at!
nity
—
presently
indifference
ensues
—
indifference
the difference is so slight, that I know not how spe been abused. The beautifully distinct and precise
in the country parishes of our Zion, where these
cifically to set about defining it. By ‘fides formata' language of our venerable reformers, while it stands same rule, that the plurality of our editorship will
grows into disgust—and so tlie individual, who ap self-sacrificing spirit ive have so much respect, at!
evils are most felt, those efficient and liberal fiscal
the Bishop means, as our English translators, write, directly opposed to the several systems of Bishop tend to make our paper a wholesome sheet.
peared like a tree richly laden with blossoms, is blas cording with Faber, and ofcourse with ourselves, of
measures which experience points out as the best.
‘faith which worketh by love,' or as he would ren Bull and Mr. Knox and the Church of Rome, cuts
With
this
preface,
which
indicates,
both
our
unity
ted with the mildew of worldly amusements ; be the subject of justification. For such accordance!
der the original Greek, ‘faith perfected through love.’ off all occasion, from those who seek occasion, ot
That the pew-rent method is the best, we believe is
and
our
peculiar
safeguards
against
excessive
war

comes barren and unfruitful, and is exposed to the we infer from the manner in which he quotes Fabcrl
Such being the case, when he teaches that Justifica slanderously reporting them and their humble disci
now conceded, and we can see no reason why it
and we hope we do not err in the inference. Bai
tion is the gratuitous act of God by wh ich, he absolves ples, at whatever spiritual and intellectual distance, ring, we desire to offer some general views on the
curse, the axe and the fire.
those who are endowed with a faith perfected through to teach, that we may continue in sin, in order that subject of controversy. We are aware that the term should not be generally adopted. Parents and chil
That which our men experience has shown to be in- from the final conclusion of our correspondent, tha|
dren can then be seated side by side, in their re
love, he plainly asserts: that, nut only Faith itselfpre grace may abound. Faith doth not shut out repentance
eiror on justification is not the main ‘■clement' of till
cedes justification, but likewise the works which are the hope, love, dread, and thefear of God, to be joined has a harsh sound to many ears. For there are' spective pews ; older in the sanctuary is greatly pro imica I to a high degree of spirituality, must be shun
ned. Indiscriminate and protracted mingling with Romish tendencies of Oxfordism, we must disseni
results or produce of faith. Whence it inevitably with Faith in every man that is justified: but it shut- Christians, who appear to be altogether ultra in their
follows; the idea, indeed, running through the whole teth them oulfrom the office of justifying/ so that, opposition to it. Peace—peaceis their favorite word. moted ; habits of calm devotion are cherished, tor gay, worldly company, invariably dissipates the AVe grant that the Oxford principle of justificatiol
treatise; that, When we are to’ be justified by faith or although they be all present together in him that is And we must admit that it is a term of sweet and we can pray with most comfort in that identical spot thoughts and throws them iiito such chaotic confu is not a substantial novelty. It may be found not oil
through faith or from faith, we are justified not simply justified, yet they justify not altogether. Here, is
where we are accustomed to pray, and we can preach
ly in such writers as Bull and Tillotson, but «|
byfaith as by an instrument, but by faith viewed com the distinguishing point of difference between the pleasant sound. Let us not forget, however, that with most comfort when, as our eye glances over the sion, that it becomes morally impossible to gather
plexly as comprehending in one compounded body (as two schools. The one school teaches: that good this word is also used in the scriptures, as a solemn
and cenire them again to the point where our thoughts think we could trace it as far back as the date of Si
it were ) both the act of belief and the good works which works, as the fruit and produce and consequence of a term of warning. For we read of prophets of old, audience, we see each elderly head just in its right and affections should ever tend. If any of our Chris Paul’s epistle to the Galatians. For although aS
follow that act.
true and, livelyfaith, will always be present in a man who cried ‘Peace, peace,’ when there was no peace. place, and the mother of the group in the other end tian, or mere serious readers, have ever entered de ; would by no means place the personal charactertl
Thus, so far as I can conceive, we are brought, if that has been justified; though the office of justify And if the primitive teachers and disciples of Chris of the pew, and a goodly number of chubby-faced
liberately into a worldly Course, let their own expe the English divines referred to, on an equal footin!
not entirely, yet at least very nearly, to the doctrine ing conjointly with faith belongs not to them. The
fac-similes, with heads rising one above another, like
with the false teachers of Galatia, we certainly thinl
advocated by Mr. Knox and the Church of Rome: other school insists: that, good works are not only tianity had entertained the aversion to controversy, steps of a stairway, between them. O, it is a cheer rience tell whether they may safely venture that
namely, that, We are justified by an Infused Habit of present 'with a. justified man, but likewise share, con which some brethren have in our day, the early
crime again. We ask them whetherinthe anticipa the substance of their erroneous doctrine was lli|
Inherent Righteousness; which, as its very name im jointly with faith, the office of justifying. What Church would soon have been overrun with heresies ful sight, to see our people thus collected in families, tion—in the enjoyment, or in the retrospect, they same.
ports, involves the complex idea both of faith, itself and ever subtle statements may be made, and whatever and all manner ot corrupting errors.. And had the standing together in praise, and bending side by side
It is admitted also, that the erroneous principle(I
felt as a Christian would desire to feel ? Were those
likewise of the good works which spring fromfaith.
nice attempts may be adventured to bend or to break
in prayer. The whole effect is salutary, and must
justification,
in Bull, Tillotson , and others, exliiii]
apostles
been
as
faint
in
their
rebukes
of
error,
as
days
marked
by
peculiar,
nay
ordinary
attention
to
In the body of the Harmonia Apostolica itself, the doctrinal stubbornness of our ancient Homilist:
commend itself, as every way desirable, to all reflec
Bishop Bull adduces none of the Fathers, in the here, between the two schools, is the broadly dis many Christians now seem to be, their easy ccn- ting persons. Wlietlier then, we consult the subject ikoir rloset, Uieir BlOie anti their God ? Was the ted itself in different forms and phases from those (I
the Oxford school. But we know full well that rail
capacity of witnesses to the primitive antiquity of tinguishing point of difference.
u-cuij
vbceicd, ratbw tfcp'n have checked,
. , .
. ,
On me puriecny intelligible principle ot historical
of pecuniary revenue, or general comfort of both next Sabbath a comfortable one ? On the next sa
voring to parry or to invalidate the tremendously testimony, and preferring that which is old and from the bold innovators of that age. And say what we pastors and people, we would say to our good breth cramental day, did their hearts burn within them ? ical error may present itself in different forms. Anl
strong testimony of the Roman Clement, against the beginning to that which is new and but of yes will of the evils of contention, it is a fact not to be
Did it not cost them many a dull hour, ere they re that which modifies it, or changes its form, is not sa
him. But in a subsequent work written in defence terday, I own myself to be a decided follower of denied, that more or less of it, has attended the ren in the several vestries of the church, provide am newed their accustomed spiritual enjoyment? We much an element as an accident, or combination cl
**
ofit, the Apologia,to wit, he calls up Ireneus, Origen, Hooker and the author of the Homily, not a follower Church in her best and purest ages. Nor do we ple pew-ground, and rent your seats.
need no other proof to convince us that such confor accidents. We believe the true element, or rathel
Cyprian, Hilary, Basil, Pseudo-Ambrose, Chrysos of Bishop Bull or of Dr. Grabe, and still less, (1
mity to the world is unlawful. ‘ If any kind of food rudiment of error on the subject of justification, t*
tom and Augustine as unanimously favoring his de need scarcely add) a follower of Mr. Knox and the doubt that, the plausible plea of‘preserving the peace
NORFOLK ISLAND.
finition.
Church of Rome. If, however, the two schools can of the Church’ was the device by which the adver
were found by experiment to be injurious to the con be self-righteousness,—an evil from which mere ini
The Bishop of Australia, Dr. Broughton, has re
I have perused his citations with due care and at be made to change places: if that, which I deem old, sary prevailed upon pious people of old to sit still
stitution, would it not be your duty to avoid that tellectual eminence is no exemption. Nor can w
can
evidentially
be
shewn
to
be
new;
and
if
that,
cently
made
a
pastoral
visit
to
Norfolk
Island.
More
tention; but to me, not one of them appears to serve
and have the chains of papal despotism rivetted up
species of aliment, even though the whole college of undertake to say what remnants of it may coexist!
his purpose; and many of them, I should say, ac which I deem new, can evidentially be shewn t.o be
than 700 criminals of that ‘dreary abode of wrath
cording to their plain and natural acceptation, are old: be it so. At present, I can only say: that if on them. A contentious spirit, intellectual pride and punishment,’ are under the spiritual charge of physicians had declared that they could find no un in individual minds wilh saving grace. In some cirj
wholesome properties in it?’ How much more does eumstances, this rudiment produces a tall and meal
directly adverse to it. The justice of this remark testimonies to such effect any where exist, I am in or bigotry, are motives which we admit, may mingle
will be rendered the more evident, if we distinctly nocently ignorant of them. I have never yet chanc even in fundamental controversy. But the direct or the Rev. T. Sharpe. The Bishop saj s that Bibles, it become our duty to avoid all those pleasures which gre Rationalism, with few limbs and fruitless branclij
set down the professed object for which he adduces ed to encounter those testimonies, either in the works indirect imputation of such motives, might be easi Prayer Books, and other Manuals of devotion ap are detrimental to the health of the soul, though all es ; whilst in others, its product is more dense in ill
them. Now his professed object, let it he carefully of the ancient ecclesiastics themselves, or in citations
pear to afford the only source of comfort enjoyed by
branches and foliage,and mingling with other growth!
observed and remembered, is this: To establish, on made fiom the works of such ecclesiastics. The tes ly retorted by the charges of indifference to vital them. A considerable number, on presentation by men should unite in pronouncing them innocent.
the evidential authority of his witnesses, the position, that timonies may exist: but 1 acknowledge my ignorance truth, timidity, the love of ease, or a selfish spirit
Pleasures contrary to the spirit and tenor of the of a better sort, it exhibits the equivocal aspect,”an£g
man is justified complexly both by faith and by the of their existence.—Faber’s Primitive Doctrine of Jus of compromise. And the justice or injustice of the Mr. Sharpe, were admitted to the rite of confirma Scriptures arc to be avoided. Without specifying tlie thick mystical form which we call Romanisn.B
works offaith, the two jointly constituting that single tification, chapter 4lh. Note.
imputation in either ease, must be measured in a tion by the Bishop and subsequently to the Holy every particular pursuit, the Word of God is suffi Of course, in proximity with these two extremes!
compound body which he denominatesfidesformata.
Such, Messrs. Editors, is the clearly expressed great degree by the nature of the doctrines involv Communion.
ciently plain in its prohibitions to guide any candid there are intermediate errors, more or less danger]
Bearing this object steadily in mind, if any person
carefully reads the Bishop’s citations,he will perhaps opinion of Faber concerning the near identify of ed and the spirit manifested in defending them.
and reflecting mind. It is not difficult, unless the ous.
WORKS
OF
BISHOP
WHITE.
think with me, that the attempt at substantiation the principle of justification as held by Bishop
mind be led captive by the passions, to determine
Our correspondent thinks that equal measura
It
will
readily
be
inferred
that
we
are
now
alluding
We have received and read with great satisfaction
from the Fathers is a failure. No doubt, they re Bull and the Romanist. Howsoever Shuttlewhat
is
‘
conformity
with
the
world,
’
and
what
are
should
be dealt out to a Tillotson and a Pusey. Il
mainly,
to
certain
doctrines
of
the
Oxford
school,
peatedly say, just as I or any other dissident from worth and Townsend have conducted the argu
the ‘Life of Bishop White,’ written by the Rev.
the ‘ unfruitful works of darkness,’ and the ‘revel- he means equal charity towards the personal charac!
the eminent prelate would say, that Man is not justi
which
are
being
propagated
with
nosmall
zeal.
Dr.
Wilson.
Why
are
not
the
writings
of
the
Bish

fied through a faith which is subsequently unproductive ment, ‘we opine,’ that this will satisfy the Those doctrines we believe involve vital points.
ings, which aie among the works of the flesh;’ and ter of those divines, so far as each deserves respecll
op forthcoming from the same respected source?
of good works; or that man is justified only through a Churchman that Faber has conducted it very
what has the ‘appearance of evil;’ all which it is we agree with him. And we think in the volume l«j
They
who
do
not
think
so,
may
fitly
cry
peace
to
faith, the reality of which, is shown by its future fruits much in the same way with Bishop Mcllvaine.
The ‘times’ call for them and many are anxiously
them. And if we could think so, we would gladly expecting them. Will some one of our eastern the Christian’s duty to to avoid, to refrain which he seems to allude, there is no lack of person!
in holiness. But this, I take it; a point, which no
Unpleasant and injurious as religious contro
from.—We shall resume this subject in our next.
al kindness towards the latter. But the erjorsl
one denies, and which thence requires no formal es
respond Amen. For we believe that nothing short of brethren do us the favor to answer tills inquiry?
tablishment; is not precisely the point to be estab versy may be in certain respects, the revival of a vital doctrine or at least a highly important princi
of both should be censured with a loudness and a vej
# *
the
controversy
on
the
great
doctrine
of
justifica

lished. The point., which the Bishop undertook to
licmence proportioned to their grossness, and to tlicl
establish from the Fathers, was: not that A man is tion is not at alt to "be regretted. Truth generally ple can justify conflicts between those who belong to
TRINITY CHURCH PROPERTY.
pressing danger with which they seem to tbreaterl
justified simply by faith, which, aftied jutifi,cation, pro comes off triumphant where there is a fair field, the same ecclesiastical household. But unless the
WORLDLY PLEASURES.
In our paper of the 27th ult., we published the fol the church. In our humble jndgment, the errors oil
duces good works; hut that a man is justified complex
preliminary question, whether the doctrines of the
and
when
each
side
is
well
and
ably
represented,
There are but few Christians, whose minds have lowing paragraph, which so far as we then knew or Tilottson and Pusey on this subject, are comingintel
ly, both by faith, and also by the good works which arc
producedfrom faith, and which are associated with and the whole strength of each is put to the proof. school alluded to, involve vital principles? be settled not, at one time or another, been perplexed with the believed, we had reason to regard as entitled to the close alliance, if indeed they be not blending into a
in
the
negative,
we
see
no
alternative
but
to
keep
faith in the office ofjustifying. This, in order at all At all events, interest is awakened in an impor
fullest credit:
unit,—a fact which goes far to show that their raJil
to benefit him, is what the Bishop’s witnesses ought tant spiritual question; and minds which indo our voice and pen uplifted against them. Nor should question, ‘Is this or that pleasure unlawful ? It is
‘We perceive,’ says one of our leading eastern went is the same. Such a combination calls for
not often that grace takes such strong hold upon the
to have established: but this they do not establish.
wc
think
we
were
doing
our
duty
to
the
church
by
heart, and so sanctifies the affections, as at once to exchanges, ‘that a decision has been given in the vigorous argument and plain warning.
In a word, they establish what is not required: they lently reposed upon their orthodox treasures, learn
* j
establish not what is required. They constitute to appreciate their value, to apply their virtue waiting for a more extensive diffusion of error. In uproot all the appetites and desires : they common case of the heirs of Anneke Jantz against the corpo
what i$ called Loose Law: for they travel out of more effectually, and to put them to their true and our humble judgment, this would not be following ly die a lingering death ; the body of sin is crucified, ration of Trinity Church, by the Court ot Errors,
in favor of the defendants. The controversy has
REV. J. C. DOWNING,
the record, and are plainly, nihil ad rem.
holy uses. We only hope that Christian courte the primitive teachers and defenders of Christianity.
been in progress some ten or fifteen years, and in
A strong and fatal objection to the several schemes sy, consideration and love may rule in every For they appear to have acted upon the principle not struck as with the lightning’s shaft. Such an volved an immense estate. The Trinity Church
The death of the Rev. J. C. Downing is announc-l
inquiry usually characterizes young Christians, who
alike of Bishop Bull, Mr. Knox and the Tridentine
property amounts to between fifteen and twenty ed in late English dates,at the age of 36 years. Mr,I
that ‘a little leaven leaveneth the whole lump,' and
Doctors, is this: Ho far as I have been able, to ascer heart and guide every pen. Where for so long
have but the understanding and thought of children, millions of dollars. It. is managed by forty trustees, Downing has been known in this country, chiefljl
they
proceeded
forthwith
to
the
removal
of
error.
tain, not a vestige of any one of them can be discovered a period of years, such diversity of sentiment
and are not yet become men in Christ. As they at who appropriate $100,000 as the Bishop’s fund, as the author of the ‘Critical study of Ecclesiastical]
in the. writings of ecclesiastical Antiquity. 1 am very upon this point has been acknowledged and al And although we have not, as they had, the inspi
which makes his salary about $6,000 a year, besides
tar indeed myself from having traveled over the lowed in our church; where so many honored ration of truth as a guide, we have nevertheless the tain the statue of men, they put away worldly plea his pr/quisites. It is principally in real estate, and History,’ a work of great discrimination and learn
sures
with
as
much
ease
as
a
man
puts
away
the
toys
whole of that extensive ground: nor would I build,
as the charter does not permit tlie corporation to ing. He was at the time of his death, Rector of the
truth of inspiration, by which we can and must
with undue and unseemly confidence, upon the fail men, whose orthodoxy has passed current for
of his boyhood. They have no more desire to return hold over $100,000 in money, the bulk of the income Church of St. Mary de Crypt, Gloucester, and
ure of my own confessedly limited researches. But, nearly two centuries; and whose protest against ‘prove all things'.
to the beggarly elements of the world ; they have is invested in various kinds of productive securities Master of the Crypt Grammar School.
when I find, that Mr. Knox, though he occasionally Rome has been regular and loud; and whose la
But let us be careful to preserve a right spirit.
as fast as collected. It is the richest corporation in
speaks of the Fathers as affording a very useful sub bors against her errors have been many and great; This is certainly a duty. And for mortals as weak drawn enjoyments from a higher, purer source, and /America.’
cannot be deceived by ‘ waters that are not sure.’—
ject for theological study, brings from them no evi
HEXAGON.
Assuming the correctness of the above paragraph,
dence save two passages of Ireneus and Basil which and whose disowning of personal merit before and sinful as we are it is no easy task. But the same Still, this is a question that may be mooted,and it re
The Hexagon of Dr. Samuel Hanson Cox, pub- i
it
was
made
a
text
for
some
remarks,
intended
to
be
God
has
been
virtual
and
actual:
men
who
have
inspiration,
which,
enjoins
meekness
and
love,
re

certainly are nothing to his purpose: ***** and
quires an answer, at least a guide which may direct
when I find that such men as Bull and Grabe, no un lived trusting in the blessed Redeemer and have quires us to ‘contend earnestly for the faith. *
perfectly respectful toward the corporation charged fished in successive numbers of the New York Evan-i
the young and inexperienced mind, and those who
fledged striplings I ween, but writers to whom the died in his faith and love:—when such men are to
with the trusts of this immense church property, gelist, and the Philadelphia Christian Observer, has
by reason of remissness, have need to be taught
arcient Fathers were familiar as household words,
while
they expressed a very widely diffused impress reached its forty-fourth number. It is rumored that
produce nothing in the way of testimony, save a few be found on both sides, it is hardly fair or char
PEW-RENTS.which are the first principles of the gospel of Christ.
ion in reference to it. We have now reason to believe it is to continue forever,—a somewhat ambiguous
passages which are absolutely altogether inefficient itable to charge upon them either all the sup
Of several modes of providing for the expenses of It is not our design to discuss the various pleasures that the facts as stated in the paragraph quoted, are phrase, which may mean, either that it is an immor
toward the establishment of that tor the establish posed or real consequences of a principle they
ment of which they were avowedly brought forward: held, which consequences they would themselves our churches, experience has convinced our senior denominated worldly, but to lay down certain rules not strictly correct. The property is, by charter, tal production, or that the series is to continue ad
when all these matters, so curiously coinciding with
vestrymen and clergy, that none are so safe as the which will be easy of application to the theatre, the managed by the rector, two wardens, and twen infinitum. We incline to the latter interpretation.
each other and so strictly harmonising with my own deny or disown; or to judge their followers of renting of the pews of church edifices. The plan of ball, the race, the party, and others of their kind.
ty vestrymen, of Trinity Church, and St. Paul’s and
the
present
age
by
any
other
or
less
favorable
rule
personal failure in the limited research which 1 have
The Christian should avoid such pleasures or recrea
DIFFICULTY.
a subscription of so much annually, by the several
instituted, are duly and unitedly considered, the than we should apply to the predecessors.
St. John's Chapels; the latter of whom are elected
tions, as are expensive; because it is an appropriation annually by the pew-holders and communicant mem
presumption, at least, is, that no real and relevant and
What, says a very sensible and ingenious writer,
So far as the history of the doctrine of Justi families or indiduals composing a congregation, may
effective evidence has been adtlvccd, simpbj because no
be the best to begin with, when the early measures of property to purposes for which Providence never
is difficulty. Only a word indicating the degree of
such evidence exists. The presumption, doubtless, fication is concerned, two facts seem elicited by are taken for organizing new parishes, but as a gen designed it. Our property is not our own; it was bers of the said church and chapels. The rector is
chosen for life by the wardens and vestry of the strength requisite for the accomplishment of partic
will be invalidated, as soon as ever we shall he pre the admissions of all. First,, that the Divines
ular objects; a mere notice of the necessity for exer
sented with satisfactory and not irrelative evidence: of the Oxford School arc to be acquitted of the eral rule it should be set aside as soon as an edifice God’s originally and by right; we arc but stewards, same.
but, until then, a deep shade of suspicion will be charge of substantial novelty in their principle is built for public worship and dedicated to Almighty and must give an account of the manner in which
We have reason also to think, that the paragraph tion; a bugbear to children—a stimulus to men.
thrown over the slightly varied systems in ques
on this important subject, as their principle, right God. When this is done, the pews should be sold, we have employed that intrusted to us. But how overestimates the present value of the property and
tion.
WESTERN DIOCESES AND MISSIONS.
or
wrong, is substantially the same with that subject to an annual rent, and this again should be can we do it with joy, if our own gratification has its available income, and also overstates the amount
So far as Bishop Bull is concerned—this unavoid
of
Bishop Bull, (‘darum et venerabile no- so arranged as locover the necessary expenses of the been consulted more than God’s glory ? IIow, if appropriated toward the Episcopal fund of the Dio
able presumption is wonderfully strengthened by the
OHIO.
sort of internal evidence, which even his own works men,’as Faber names him: that ‘truly excellent rector’s salary, and the instrumental music of the the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eye, and pride of cese of New York, though in the absence of any
KENYON COLLEGE---- PRESIDENT DOUGLASS.
afford. Let any theologian, first peruse those im prelate,’ as Bishop Mcllvaine names him;) which choir. More than this cannot well be raised from life have been more cared for than the bodies of the documentary or other evidence under a responsible
mortal productions, The defence of the Niccnc creed
President Douglass arrived at Gambier, the day
the pew rents, without making them so high as to hungry and the naked, and the souls of the perish name, we are unable to speak with precision upon
and The judgment of the. Catholic Church and Primi has received such very extensiveand favorable ac
before the close of the term last week. His con
tive and Apostolic Tradition, and, next, let him front ceptance among the divines of the church of operate unfavorably upon the growth of our com ing ? Places and assemblages which require much these points.
Recognizing as we did, in the progress of our re nections, in the duties of an Engineer, with an exten
them immediately proceed to a perusal of the Apos England during the century past. And Second munion. Provision for the sexton for lights, fuel, to be expended on dress and useless ornaments—en
tolic HarmonytnAhia two Appendages The Examin ly, that this principle, as worked out in the repairs and convention bills, should be assessed quar tertainments to please the appetite, or gratify pride, marks, the difference between a legal right to de sive company in New York, having been rendered
ation and the Apology, which state and enforce the
terly upon the pew-holders, in a ratio based upon perhaps at the expense of honesty and economy, mand and a moral right to inquire, we had no inten unexpectedly difficult of completion by the increase
Bishop's view of Justification: how marked and course of that century, and exhibiting in it its
bow palpable, in conducting such a process, will he tendencies and affinities, seems to have had hut their several pew-rents. A trifle from each, would certainly of Christian benevolence, cannot be suita tion of transcending the courtesies or the duties of of embarassments in the business community of the
find the difference! He will perceive himself to pass, little practiced leaning towards Romanism, or to cover these items, which should never be allowed to ble for one who lias presented soul, and body, and Christian editorship. The question how far church east, have occasioned necessarily a delay in fiis
from a region of testimony, to a region of private those severe and more formal exercises of devo remain unpaid after the quarter expires. If this is substance, ‘to be a reasonable, holy, and living sac men have a right to inquire concerning funds held coming to the sphere of his future labors, much
judgment: a region, indeed, ot boundless ingenuity,
even by a local corporation, exclusively for church greater than was anticipated. Meanwhile however,
rifice unto God.’
and talent (for what region cm Bull travel over, tion which are by some considered to participate permitted, an accumulation of several small items
Pleasure, purchased at the price of honesty, econ purposes, may, to some minds, present a point of the full course of study in the College has been vigwithout splendidly illuminating it?) but still a region j of its snirit; that century, though with many I soon becomes a formidable bill, and interferes with
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1. OT. BISSBll,
©bftuarh.
gleanings.
EXCHANGE
BROKER,
The Rochester Democrat announces the death of
DIED, on Tuesday 18th, inst., Wm. Henry, in
Myron Holley, Esq., brother of the late Dr. Holley,
West Third Street,
fant
son
of
Henry
and
Abigail
H.
Knight,
aged
22
in the 62dyear of his age.
Feb. 1841.
«6icfnnatf,
Nathaniel Gerrow, U. S. Marshal for the Northern Months.
District of New York, died suddenly at Auburn
Happy they who early go
Gold and Silver.
week before last, while sitting in his chair reading.
ANTED by
From this world of sin and wo,
Ten new Churches are now building in London
I. M. BISSELL.
To their Saviour’s rest on high
which when completed will afford siltings for 15,000
West Third Street.
Where
there's
neither
tear
nor
sigh.
persons
,
Indiana Scrip.
The Thursday momin Lecture of St. Peter’s,
J.
ANTED by
Cornhal, London, has been endowed by a member of
I. M. BISSELL.
the congregation with £5,000.
West Third Street;
SlQcnts for tjje ©bsetber.
On Saturday the 26th ult., says the Tipperary
Free Press, Lady Elizabeth Mathew entertained up
The Rev. Charles C. Townsend is a Special
Currency.
wards of three hundred members of the Temperance
ONSTANTLY purchased and for sale by, Agent for this paper.
Society ofThomastown at her splendid castle.
I. M. BISSELL.
Tlie Hulsean Prize of 300 guineas was adjudged to
R. S. H. George, Esq. is Agent atPhiladelphia,
West Third Street;
Andrew Jnkes, Trinity College. Subject: ‘an en
Pa.
quiry into the principles of prophetic interpretation
and the practical results arising from them.’
D. Brunner, Esq. is the Agent for the Observer
NEW JOB PBJNjtlNe
Gov. Davis ofMassachusetts has appointed Thurs at Baltimore, Md.
day, the 8th day of April as a day of fasting, humil
Mr. David K. Cady, corner of Walnut and Fifth
Bo ffio
iation and prayer in that commonwealth.
HAVING OPENED AN OFFICE IN
The foundry and machine and pattern shops of Streets, and Mr. Stanhope J. Rowe, at the Mechan
Mr. Nathan Perry, Bangor, Maine, were destroyed ics’ and Traders’ Bank, West Third Stiefet, Cincin JAoficrs’ JAoto, Jfourt{)'«Strcrt, FJiRst of fHaftl
by fire on Friday of week before last—loss from
nati, will receive subscriptions to the Observer from
$15,000 to $20,000,—no insurance.
is PREPARED TO EXECUTE TO ORDER ALT. DESCRIPTIONS Of
The Rev. Frederick A. Rauch, D. P. President of those who may find it inconvenient to call at the
Marshall College, and Professor of Biblical Litera Publication office.
Book and Job
ture in the Tbeologicol Seminary of the German Re
formed Church, died at Mercersburg, Pa., on the
style, with aceliraey and expeditions
morning of the 2nd inst.
Receipts for the Western Episcopal Observer, in a neat All
order, thankfully recived.
TIONS,—ENGLISH CLASSICS WITHOUT A KNOW
As the first dance at the ball, last evening (says the
The mortality prevaling among the troops
Sin
rc
Jtt
a
t
c
1)
20,
1841.
BISHOP MCILVAINE’S VISITATIONS.
Portland Argus, of the 5th inst.) was about com
LEDGE OF THE GREEK AND ROMAN.
I'or Sunday Schools.
meanwhile, is fearful. Out of 3,650 men mencing,
S2 50
the company was shocked by the instant
Paid to No. 52, Vol XI,
Cincinnati, Ohio,
Esfe,
Bishop McIi.vaine has found it necessary to change
We have no where seen an unpopular but ever who landed in China on the 4th of July, aneous death of one of their number, Mr. Win. Judge
LITURGY; or Manual of Sunday School
3 00
«
“ 10, “ XII,
Dr. J. Willson,
Devotion and Instruction. Adapted to Ca
the appointment for his visitations. With divine true position, in regard to the study of the classics 262 were dead by the 22d of October, and Parker—who fell deadjust as he had led his partner Rev. A. Clark,
2 50
“
“ 52, “ XI,
Norwalk,
2 50
“
“ 52, “ XI,
pacities of Children. By Rev. Henry Blackallef,
«
P. Benedict,
permission, they will be as follows:
of antiquity,—or the classics of the English tongue 1,614 rendered unfit for duty by disease to the floor. He was taken directly to the off
2 50 Rector of Trinity Church, Bridgewater, Mass.
«
“ 52, « XI,
Dr. Wood, in the Exchange building, but all life had S. R. Bowes,
St. John’s, Worthington, Wednesday, April 6, as read without a knowledge of the Greek and Latin,
«
u
<* XII,
2 50
«
Tiffin,
J. J. Green,
CONTENTS.
On the voyage, in which nearly as much time departed.
2 50
«
« 52, “ XI,
<
‘
Granville,
service morning and afternoon.
l)r.
W.
Thrall,
Nature and Attributes of God.—The omnipresence
more forcibly and felicitously expressed than iri the was occupied as that during which we have
It is rumored that Nicholas Biddle, Esq., is about J. Judson,
2 00
in full,
«
Florence,
of
God;
the
omniscience
Of God; the omnipeteftce
Grace, Berkshire, Good Friday,
to put forth a publication upon the concerns of the Mr. Parker,
following passage from one of the orations of Mr.
2 50
«
•« 52, “ XL
l^ouisville, Ky.
held possession of Chusan, only 60 died; and United
of God; the justice of God; the holiness of God;
States
Bank,
with
an
especial
reference
to
2
50
XI,
St. Peter’s, Delaware, Easter Sunday,
“
“
52,
“
Mrs.
Dr.
Donne,
Justice Story:
of the 4,000 troops who left with the expe its condition at the time he resigned the Presidency. J. Sewers,
2 50 the truth of God; the wisdom of God; the goodness
«
« 52, “ XI,
*<
<*
St. Paul’s, Chillicothe, Tuesday after Easter, ser
I pass over all consideration of tlie written treas
2 50 of God; the mercy of God.
«
“ 52, “ XI,
«
We find in a French Journal the account of the J. IlamilloD,
dition,
300
have
already
found
unhonored
ures of antiquity, which have survived the wreck of
Works of GoZ—Creation; providence; redemp
vice at night.
2 50
“
“ 52, « XI,
«
cure of a case of Hydrophobia by a large quantity T. Fitch,
2 50 tion.
“
« 52, “ XI,
.
All Saint’s, Portsmouth, Tuesday after Easter, empires and dynasties, of monumental trophies and graves. Nearly one-twelfth is a fearful di of vinegar administered to the patient by mistake. Dr. Knight,
1
00
riumplial arches, of palaces of piinces, and temples minution of strength before operations are Count Leosiua, a physician of Padua, hearing of O. Keeler,
in full,
Mason's Centre Mich.
Institutions of God.—The church: the sanctuary;
Convocation.
of the Gods. I pass over all consideration of those
the scriptures; the Lord’s day: the ministry; bap
the case, administered the same remedy in avery vio.
Christ’s and St. Paul’s Churches, Cincinnati, Sun admired compositions in which wisdom speaks as commenced.—Bombay Times.
tism; confirmation; Lord’s supper.
lent case, and succeeded in effecting a perfect cure.
Southgate’s Tour.'
ith a voice from heaven: of those sublime efforts
Doctrines, Privileges, and Duties of the Christian:
INDIA.
day, after Easter.
The Navy Appropriation bill appropriates for the
ARRATIVE
of
a
Tour
through
Armenia,
of
political
genius
which
still
freshen
as
they
pass
—
Commandments: fall of man; repentance; faith;
St. Matthew’s, Hamilton, Thursday, April 22, ser
From India the accounts are more favorable increase, repair, armament and equipment of the
Kurdistan, Peisia and Mesopotamia, with an love; prayer; praise; hope; joy.
from age to age in undying vigor; of those finished
Navy, and wear and tear of vessels in commission,
vice at night.
histories which still enlighten and instruct govern to British policy. Another victory had been $2,000,000
Introduction and Occasional Observations upon theChrist.— Our prophet; our high priest; our king;
of
which
$400,000
is
to
be
expended
in
Trinity, Troy, Sunday, April 25.
ments in their duty and their destiny; of those gained over the Bclooches in Scinde, some building and equipping war steamers of the medium Condition of Mohammedanism and Christianity in our example.
St. Paul’s, Greenville, Monday, April 26, service matchless orations which roused nations to arms and five hunderd of them being killed. Confident size. For pay of officers and seamen, $2,835,000. these Countries. By the Rev. Horatio Southgate.
Dispensation of God.—Affliction; death; judgment*'
hained senates to the chariot wheels of all-conquer
vols., roy. 12mo.
eternity; heaven; hell.
at night.
provisions, $500,000. Other objects connected 2. The
work of which we have given the title in full,
ing eloquence. These may all now be read in our ver hopes were entertained that both Scinde and For
Pasts and Festivals of the Church.—Christmas;
the Navy, $1,000,737. Total $5,835,737.
St. James’, Piqua, Wednesday, April 27.
at the beginning of this paragraph, we esteem, after
nacular tongue. Aye,—as one remembers the face of Affghanistan would be tranquilized in a few with
The late General Sir Joseph Stanton has be a careful perusal, the most valuable of all the histo Good Friday; Easter Day; Ascension Day, Whitsun
a dead friend by gathering up the broken fragments of months.
St. Mark’s, Sidney, Thursday, “ 29.
* .
queathed about £70,000 to the College ofEdinburgh, ries of travel in the East with which the press has day; Godhead, or Trinity Sunday;
his image,—as one listens to the tale of a dream twice
Occasional Subjects.—-End of the year; new year;
Christ’s Church, Dayton, Sunday, May 2.
being the bulk of his personal property.
teemed for the last, two or three years, in that it death of a teacher, death of a scholar; Sunday
told,—as one catches the roar of the ocean in the ripple
Montreal papers state there are two or three war gives the only comprehensive and full account of
All Soul’s, Sprinfield, Tuesday, May 4.
of the rivulet,—as one sees the blaze of noon in the first
Mineral Lands of the United States.-~- steamers
on the stocks in that neighborhood, de Mohammedanism and oriental sects and institutions, schools; missions; duty to rulers; duty to parents,'
glimmer of twilight.
collects.
Mr. Walker of the United States Senate, in signed for service bn the Lakes, although by the as
they really exist. We have had an abundance of
SOUTH-WESTERN CONVOCATION.
There is not a single nation from the north to the
EXPLANATION OK CONYiNTS.
some remarks recently on the lead mines of Treaty of Ghent, Great Britain as well as the Uuited books of travel, full of interesting personal adven
south
of
Europe,
from
the
bleak
shores
of
the
Baltic
It has been the author’s aim to give a consecutive
[Time of meeting changed.]
is restricted to a single aimed vessel on those ture, and giaphic discriptions of scenery arid antiquito the bright plains of immortal Italy, whose litera the United States, referred to the Report of States
view of the doctrines, duties, privileges, and institu
inland seas.
The members of the South Western Convocation ture is not imbibed in the very elements of classical
tic»;but before the present,no work so full in its expo
Dr. King, agent of the United States for those
It is estimated that there are materials at the sition of the dominant religion of Asia, or of the tions of Christianity, and of those of our church iff
are notified to meet the Bishop in Cincinnati on learning. The literature of England is, in an em
particular. To such a scheme, the improvement of
present time, in the various Navy Yards of the
Wednesday the 14th of April,-the week after Easter. phatic sense, the production of her scholars-, of men mines. The following is as a part of the re United States, sufficient to build 26 Ships of the condition of its various countries. Mr. Southgate each Sabbath in the year was favorable. His aiift
performed
his
extensive
tour
under
the
direction
of
who have cultivated letters in her universities.
port of his remarks.
has been to state w’hat he conceives to be the obvi
Line, 40 Frigates, and a number of Steamers.
JOHN T. BROOKE> President.
the Foreign Committee of the Board of Missions of
He who studies English literature without the
The mineral region of Missouri and the
Letters from Rio dc Janeiro of 5th January, in the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United ous sense of Scripture,tvhiie he has endeavored, in
ights of classical learning, loses half the charms of
March 23, 1341.
us that the U. S. frigate Potomac was on shore States. Beside the information which the nature consideration of their design and use, to give theih
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illustrative associations. Who that reads the poetry nia; and by the more recent explorations of that
The limit assigned in each exhortation, as will be
that she had 12 feet water in her hold.
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to the Christian churches which remain yet scater- perceived, admitted of little more than a simple exof Gray, does not feel that it is the refinement of
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those most talented geologists, Dr. Owen,
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was inflamed by the heroic verse, the terse satire, of the Union. It was the most fertile in soil, forejustifies
the belief that the present year will in the United States Frigate Columbia; attended by speculative. The canticles take a peculiar form
and the playful wit of antiquity? Who that medit as well as the richest and most extensive min ing
witness a vast improvement in the state of public her consort, the Sloop of War John Adams, and from the wish to commit the heart of the child, to
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hearing the broad Pennant of Commodore George
The Montgomery Alabama, Journal of the 24tli C. Read. By Fitch W. Taylor, Chaplain to the Spirit, might serve to impress more vividly, and Se
Mr. James M. Putney was admitted by Bishop drink deep at
uable minerals in this great region, were iron, ult., slates that the body of a man who had been
cure more lastingly in the mind, the truth on eiich
‘Siloa’s brook, that flow’d
Smith to Deacon’s orders in ChristChurch, Lexing
Fast by the Oracle of God’—
lead, coppel' and zine. In lead, the quantity murdered by a shot through the head, was found in Squadron. 2 vols., roy., 12mo. Illustrated with Sabbath declared. He has not restricted himself to
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ton, on the lourth Sunday in Lent, March 2lst. that the fires of his magnificent mind were lighted
the language of David, for want of matter siiflibibntproduced had augmented from 335,000 Macoa County recently, concealed in a hollow tree.
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Winthrop, and the sermon preached by the Bishop.
taken in their construction;
ness, name, or residence of the deceased. From
a great measure, inert and unedifying the mass of
ITIcnxcI’s German JLiteraturc.
In making the canticle and Subsequent prayer
It is understood that the Rev. Mr. Putney will offi English literature for three centuries, to rob us of had thus risen, in less than a quarter of a hia dress, connected with other circrmstances, he
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ERMAN Literature, translated from the Ger mutually refer to the truth Stated in the exhortation
was supposed to have been a gentleman from some
ciate occasionally, as opportunity may offer, in much of the glory of the past, and much of the in
he
designs that the association in the child’s mind
man of Wolf gang Menzel. By C. C. I elton.
Madison county, his present residence, for a few struction of future ages; to blind us to excellencies of nations which produced lead; and at the of the adjacent States in search of land.
shall be, if pos-ib'e, sufficiently striking to leave a
The city of Lowell, with 21,000 inhabitants,
2. vols., roy., 12mo.
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in
months, and then devote himself to the service of to annihilate associations which are interwoven witli
‘Menzel’s work on German Literature was ex comparatively clear conception ot what it lids been
has no Theatre. One was erected there several
some one of the many parishes in Kentucky, where our best sentiments, and which give to distant times twenty years, stand at the head of the list, years ago, but public opinion soon caused its doors tremely well received in England, and strongly com taught.
mended by the most respect able periodical publica
and countries, a presence and a reality as if they when, it was hoped we might, as we now to be closed; ever may they remain shut.
In the prayers the author has desired to make use
clerical services are so pressingly needed.
Paymaster General of the Missouri militia tions there, lie is undoubtedly a writer of extraor of the language of the Book of Common prayer,
were in fact our own.
do, not only supply our own market, but that hasThe
made a report, in which it appears, that what dinary vigor and clearness; and his style occasion where he possibly could; wherein he has fliiled, he
lead would become a large article of export. he calls the Mormon War, cost the state of Missou ally rises to eloquence. His moral and religious lias aimed at some hutnble imitation. Besides the
MISSOURI.
Ry the President of the United States of America.
feelings are high and pure, his critical p'erfeeptions appropriate use of the book, it, is respectfully sug
As to copper, the importance was still greater. ri one hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
A PROCLAMATION.
KEMPER COLLEGE.
In a despatch to the Secretary of War, from are keen, and his power of illustrating his ideas by gested to parents whether it might not be used as
Our
imports
of
copper
in
1839
amounted
to
Whereas sundry important and weighty matters,
Gen. Armistead, that officer states that he has the ornaments of fancy, and from a wide range of
Sabbath evening exercise with their children to
Kemper College had its origin in the necessity principally growing out bf the condition of the reve within a small fraction of $2,000,000. promised to the Florida Indian Chiefs, who have literarv and scientific acquisitions, is almost unrival asome
profit; especially on those Sabbaths when the
Which the first Missionary Bishop of our church ear nue and finances of the country, appear to me to call When we consider copper, not only as a coin come in, from two to five hundred dollars each, and led. Our English critic compares him to Burke.’
children
have been prevented by the weather, or any
ly felt, of providing for religious and thedlogical ed for the consideration of Congress, and thus form an
Philosophical Miscellanies, translated from the other cause from attending school.
to
the
common
men,
thirty
dollars
a
piece,
and
a
ucation, within the bounds of his mission. A last extraordinary occasion, such as renders necessary, for small change, but in its many valuable uses rifle.
French of Cousin, Jouffroy, and B. Constant, with
-------The above excellent work or Suridhy Schools may
ing debt of gratitude is due to its early benefactors in my judgment, the convention of the two Houses in manufactories, the importance of the sub
Mammoth Bones on the Kentucky Fiver. Introductory and Critical Notices. By George Rip- be had at the Bookstore of ISAAC N. WHITING*
in this city, who took the first step in its erection by as soon as may be practicable, I do, therefore, by ject will be perceived. To specify no oth
ly; 2. vols., roy., 12mo.
Columbus,
at $2, 75 per dozon or 31J cents each.
—It is stated in tlie late report of Mr. Steala contribution of $20,009. It has since been further this my Ppclarnation, convene the two Houses of
Select Minor Poems, translated from Ihe German
aided by its friends, both in this city and in Philadel Congress, to meet in the Capitol at the City of Wash ers, the amount of copper used in boilers on ey, the resident engineer oh the Kentucky of Goethe and Schiller, with notes. By John S.
SSarhes on Isaiah.
phia ; and all now feel that their most sanguine ex ington, on the last Monday, being the thirty-first day steam-cars, and for steamboats on the lakes,
Dwight. 1 vol., roy., 12mo.
OTES, critical, explanatory and practical, on
pectations as to its present and prospective useful of May next. And I require the respective Senators rivers, and ocean, was very great, and increas river, that hones of the mammoth have been
Conversations with Goethe in the last years of his
the book of the prophet Isaiah, with a new
found in building every lock and dam on that Life, translated from the German of Eckermann.
ness, are being more than realized.
and Representatives then and there to assemble, in
translation ; by Albert Barries, in 3 large 8vo vol
As at present organized, it embraces two depart order to receive such information respecting the ing every day; and transportation by steam stream. These bones were dug out of the By S. M. Fuller. 1 vol., roy., 12mo.
ments, the grammar school, and the college classes. state of the Union as may be given to them, and to on the land, and navigation by steam on the bank of the river, never less than one hun
Introduction to Ethics, including a Critical Sur umes.,
Just received hnd lor sale at the bookstore of
The course of instruction is as extensive and thor devise and adopt such measures as the good of the water to a great extent, depended on the use of
vey of Moral Systems, translated from the French
ISAAC N. WHITINGdred feet from the water’s edge, and in no of Jouffroy. By William H. Channing. 2 vols.,
ough as that of any of our best colleges. The fac country may seem to them, in tlie exercise of their
Columbus, January 15, 1841,
this valuable mineral. As connected with case less than fifty feet below the surface of rov., I2mo.
ulty consists of the President, a Professor of the Lat wisdom and discretion, to require.
in and Greek languages, an acting Professor of Math
In testimony whereof, I have caused the seal of steam-vessels for the Navy, the subject was the earth. .Some of the tusks and teeth of
The Characters of Schiller. By Mrs. Ellet. 1
St. .lames’ Hall.
ematics, an acting Professor of Rhetoric and Belles the United States to be hereunto affixed, and signed one of the highest national importance, con
vol., roy.. 12mc.
NEAR
BRISTOL,
BUCKS COUNTY, PA*
these
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monsters
of
the
antediluvian
world,
Leltres, a Teacher in French, and three Prefects.— the same with my hand.
For sale at the Bookstore of
The number of students is now more than forty. In
Rev. A. F. Dobb, A. M., Principal.
Done at the city of Washington, this seven nected, intimately with the honor and defence buried under the banks of the Kentucky, may
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the government, attempt is made to combine kind
teenth day of March, in the year of our of the country. The copper region of the be seen in the office of the Board of In
The public are respectfully informed that the du
Columbus, March 19, 1841.
ness, and watchfulness, and firmness, and as far as
. s. J Lord one thousand eight hundred and forty- United States was richer and more extensive
ties of this Institution will be resumed as usual, on
possible to make the discipline of the Institution
one, and of the independence of the United than in any other part of the world. The ternal Improvement, at Frankfort.
Upixiojtnl Jffcpository.
Monday, the second day of November.
such as a pious father would exefeifee Over his sons
States the sixty-fifth.
Trial of Peter Robinson.—We understand FT^HE subscriber having been appointed General
Parents and Guardians desirous of a comfortable
mining and smelting of this mineral in our that the trial of Robinson, for the murder of j Agent for the distribution of Prayer books home for their sons or wards; with every facility for
at home. Of recitations, conduct, and attendance
W. II. HARRISON.
upon all appointed exercises, a daily record is kept,
By the President:
country had but recently commenced, but un Mr. Suydam, at New Brunswick in December and Episcopal Tracts in the Valley of the Mississipi, an accomplished Christian Education, are respect,
and stated reports are sent to parents. Thus far,
Daniel Webster,
lieieby informs all clergymen and others in the Wes fully invited to visit the Hall at all early opportunity..'
der such circumstances as to promise the most last, will come on before the Middlesex (N. tern
the system has been successful beyond expectation.
Secretary of State.
States that he has now on hand, (and will
Terms—$100 per session of five months, in ajU'
auspicious results.
Order, diligence, and punctual attendance have been
J.) Oyer and Terminer, which commenced continue to be supplied fiom the Societies in the vance. The most respectable references will
secured.
eastern
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a
good
supply
of
Prayer
books
and
Paris. Feb. 6, 1841.
its session on Wednesday at New Brunswick, Tracts which are offered for sale at the eastern prices, given on application.
The government has received despatches from
The position of the Institution is well chosen. It
From New Grenada.—We learn from the before Chief Justice Hornblower. Edward or for gratuitous distribution among the poor and
Alexandria,
of
the
23d,
which
confirm
three
impor
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is healthy. It is pleasant. Near the city of St.
Louis, in the centre of the great valley of the Mis tant facts in the settlement of the Eastern question N. Y. Express that an arrival from Carthag- Wood, Esq., of New Brunswick, and David destitute parishes.
General Protestant Kpiscopnl Sunday «M?t»»joK.
The attention of tlie friends of the church is res
Union.
sissippi, it is easy of access at all times, and from al —that Mehemet has obtained the hereditary rule of ena, has brought intelligence that the whole Graham, jr, Esq., of New-York have been re
pectfully requested to this object, and it is earnestly
most any distance ; and is surrounded by a country Egypt—that his entire army, under the command of country of New Grenada is involved in a civil
Depository,
No.
28
Ann Street, Nciv
tain as his counsel.
hoped that every one will lend it a helping hand,
rapidly filling up with an enterprizing population.— Ibrahim and Solinian Pachas, amounting to only six
Sandwich Island Bible.—The President and do all in his power towards diffusing a know
The advantages possessed by an Institution thus sit teen thousand men exclusive of artillery, has arrived war. Fifteen Provinces out of twenty have
BOOKS OF INSTRUCTION.
uated, must be seen by all; and soon, when its ben at Caifo, and finally that the Turkish fleet has been decided for a Federal Government, and have of the Massachusetts Senate on Tuesday last ledge of the church throughout this Western Valley. Union Primer, per hundred,
$>4 00
All orders directed to tlie subscriber at St. Louis, Prot Epis S S Books, No. 1, per hundred,
efits begin to be felt by the people of the West, it surrendered to the Turish commissioners who were collected and sent troops towards Bogota, to
1 75
communicated to that body a letter from Missouri, will be duly attended to,
authorized to receive it. The fleet has been towed
may confidently look to them for support.
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tion of the buildings. This indebtedness is $4800; roadstead, until they are re-embarked. The English all its forces near Bogota, and is determined
Questions on the S S Books,
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panied with a copy of the Bible, printed in
and about one fourth of the sum must be provided Admiral Walker takes the command.
First Truths,
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The armaments of France do not abate, and some not to yield to the wishes of the revolting 1830, in the Islands, presented by Mr. A. to
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this debt?, attention is anxiously turned to the friends
MORRILL & TRENER,
questions and answers.)
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,d Race.—Last Saturday, in the violent
isters amount to 722,538,000 francs, of which, 416,- operations for the Government, aided by Gen.
of the college in the East.
000,000 only' are for- public roads, maritime ports, Thomas Gonzales; and Gen. Caimoms, Gen gale, when the train on the Long rail road Sign, House and Ornamental Painters, dnd Glaziers Catechism No. 3, (Catechism enlarged by Rish.
Hobart,) stiff covers,
12 50
We have been permitted to make tile following canals, and railroads; 75,000,000 are required for
ARTICULAR attention paid to repainting
extract from a letterjust received in this city, from the construction of four new fortified towns, and one eral Sinevas, Col. Gonzales and others, for arrived at Hicksville, on the rear of the train
gentlemen’s residences with neatness and dis Catechism No. 4, (by Cuming,) do
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Lloyd’s Catechism on the Evidences of the Bithe Secretary of the Board of Trustees : ‘ As the new fort, together with the repair of the fortifica the Provinces. Panama will separate from were a couple of baggage cars, which were
patch.
revenue of the College is from date about $1000 tions of thirty-two towns, seven fortresses and two the rest of New Grenada.
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more than the actual expenses, as with the proper castles.
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The fury of the winds immediately seized the
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Shop on West Fourth Street, betweem Main and Manual of Short Prayers for Children,.
Among the fortified towns to be repaired and
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modations for 150, or more ; after the above debt is strengthened are Cherbourg, Toulon, Lyons, BayTHE CASE OF THE HOME.
Duly to God;
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two cars and sent them back upon the road. Walnut,three doors east of St. Paul’s Church.
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liquidated, no further call need be made on those enne, Brest, Sedan, Dunkirk, and Grenoble.
Cincinnati, Feb. 10, 1841.
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Quest, on St. Matthew, part 1, stiff covers, 12 50
initted by all, that, to have an efficient ministry in
Our contemporaries concur with the univer terms agreed upon, the policy issues, and conse that village on Sunday evening, the 21st ult.
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This third and chief department, when fully organi
Corner of Walnut and Fifth Streets is a'dowed to Sunday-schools auxiliary to the Union*
zed, will be a most efficient agent in extending the rangements and the renewal of commercial doubtless thereby have been saved. The case of the the woods^ one-fourth of a mile from her
LIBRARY BOOKS.
blessings of our Apostolic Church throughout’ the intercourse indefinitely postponed.
While Home should never be forgotten by those traveling residence, with her skull broken in four dif
Honey.
The Protestant Episcopal Sunday School Librarv
immense regions of theWest. It is in this point the deputy of the Emperor was negotiating South; and all long, narrov?, frail steamboats should ferent places. The instrument used is sup
UPERIOR Strained Honey,
63 vols. 18mo.—nett price 20 cents each.
be shunned for a sea voyage. In no part of the
of view that its claims upon Atlantic Christians are
For sale by
The Juvenile Library, 5 vols. 32nio.’—nett pries
strong, and may be pressed with hope of abundant with all humiliaty and condescension with world is there more danger than on the coast fiom posed to have been a club. A young man
D. K. CADY.
15 cents each.
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success.—Spirit of Missions.
Admiral Elliot at Peiho, his master, tile Em Cape Henry to Charleston light, embracing the named George Kem has been arrested on
Corner of Walnut and Fifth Streets.
shoals
of
Hatteras,
Lookout,
Cape
Fear,
Cape
RoAddress
all
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Books,
and
all
remittance,
peror, had caused a proclamation to be issued mar, &c. &c. A light steamboat going on those suspicion of being the perpetrator of the hor
Wool.
John W. MitcheLi., Treasurer, or
The Rt. REv. Dr. Kemper, has been requested at Canton, proclaiming his success and our de shoals would break and snap to pieces like pipe stems. rid deed. Mr. Kem has heretofore sustained
E are purchasing clean washed WOOL, and
Dakiel Dana, Jr., Agent*
If
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newly
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propellers
are
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to preach the sermon before the Board of Missioas feat, in terms as arrogant and insolent as any
paying for it in cash, or dry goods boots and
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at the triennial meeting in October next, and the which he has heretofore employed.
The above books are also for sale at the bookstore
Southern packets, and then traveling south w.ill be great excitement in the neighborhood.—N. Y
J. D. 4- C. JONES.
of
t. Rev, Dr. DeLancey to be his substitute.—lb.
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The Admiral, so far as we can gather, has | 7afe and expeditious.—New York Times.
Sun.
Cincior.ati,Feb. 17.
19 Pearl street.orously sustained. The Faculty is now very strong TOPICS OF THE TIMES. made no demand of compensation for our de
President Douglass has had great experience in edu
stroyed merchandize, or reparation to our in
cation and been most zealously enlisted in the effort
jured
merchants; and if we were to discover
SATURDAY, MARCH 27, 1841.
to improve the literature and science of our country
the objects of the expedition from the char
by means of institutions combining the decided in
form anti pressure of the Cintc.” acter of the transactions which have already
culcation of Christian principles and duties, with the
taken place, we should say that the armament
pursuit of secular learning. No less than sixteen
REMITTANCES TO THE OBSERVER.
had been sent to tell the Emperor of China
classes, of as many successive years, at West Point,
There remains a large amount still due on sub- j what a deal ef expense its outfit and despatch
were trained by him, as he filled successively the
scriptions to the Observer, before its removal to Cinein- i had cost US, and to insist on his Majesty de
Professorship of Mathematics, of Natural Philosophy,
and of Military and Civil Engineering. Almost all nuti anti LmistUk. Tk attention of our mulcts is ! fraying Ac charge, and then to sail back again
hat a deal
lel1 •>>' Pe,°P?_ °)
the eminent scientific instructors, who were train spot.ialltj culled U ,i:„c due. Remittance, of them |
of
money
we
had
got
from
the
Emperor
of
ed at that institution, were educated by him. Prof. must be made to the Proprietor and Senior Editor,
China—as much as nearly covered the whole
Ross, of Mathematics at Kenyon College, who is
Remittances for all subscriptions from the com cost of our going to ask for it—and what a
universally considered as second to no Mathemati
mencement
of the present volume, must be made to reasonable fellow he was, compared to what
cian or Instructor in America, was his pupil. So
were the Professors who now occupy the three prin Thos. R. Raymond, Publisher. It is hoped that the lie was represented to be.
The first application sent to Ningpofor the
cipal chairs at West Point. To the great devotion greatly increased value of the Observer, and the enter
and skill of President Douglass in the cause of ed- prise of the publisher will be generously and justly release of the crew of the Kite and Capt.
Anstrother was unsuccessful; and the Blen
cation, he adds the zeal of a devoted Christian for the
met by every subscriber, by prompt advance payments;
heim and two other vessels of war had been
higest interests of man, associated with the utmost
kindness of manner and benevolence of disposition. and that as new books were opened at the commencement sent across to renew the demand; the result
The cause of literature and science in the West has of the present volume, all arrearages on former vol of the second application was not known
received indeed, a great accession of strength in the umes will be at once attended to us above.
when the last accounts came away; the an
person of this gentleman, and Kenyon College may
swer to the first was, that they would not be
THE ANCIENT CLASSICS READ SIERELY IN TRANSLA
well be proud of her President.
given up until all differences were arranged.
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eight smaller ones: these feelers all ran length
wise, and adhered to the lower part of the ani
mal, which answered to the under and hollow
side of a fungus; the surface of the body was
A CHAPTER FROM A VISIT TO NAHANT. very smooth, and was covered with a slimy mat
ter; at the highest point of the upper side was
‘The insect that with feeble wing
Just floats along the sun mar ruy;
a large opening leading into a cavity, which re
The flowret that the breath of spring
sembled a jelly-like purse; at the bottom of this
Wake3 into life for half a day:
were four small holes, by which the water passed
The smallest mote, the slenderest hair,
out
that entered in at the large opening, which
All feel our common Father’s care.’
Spallanzini supposed was the mouth of the animal.
On the following morning Mr. Benson invited
Tell me whether either of you can form a con
his guests to a walk on the long and narrow
jecture as to the use of the purse?’
beach or ridge of sand which separates tlic pro
Emma and Anna were silent, and looked to
montory of Nahant from the main land; to which
Edward as if they expected him a speak. After
proposal the party gladly acceded. When they
a few moments of thought, he answered, ‘This
reached it, the young people advanced with rapid
steps, for tljpy were intent on discovering shells Medusa was so unlike common animals, dear
and other marine productions. Edward’s eager- mother, that I hardly know what to say. If it
steps were soon arrested, apparently by some ve was a living creature, however, it must have
ry interesting object, which he was closely ex found nourishment of some kind, though I am
sure I cannot imagine what sort of food would
amining when his mother and uncle appeared.
have been suitable, or delicate enough for such a
When he observed them, he exclaimed, ‘Dear
jelly-like gentleman.
If he ate, he must, I
uncle, can you tell me what this curious thing
suppose, have had a stomach, and I cannot think
can he, which I found lying on the beach? To
where that could have been unless this purse was
me it appears like a mass of jelly, shaped in the
it.’
form .of a fungus, but Emma tells me that she
‘You are right in your conjecture, Edward,’ re
saw something of the same kind when we were
plied his mother, ‘this cavity or purse was in
at the sea-shore, and when she showed it to our
reality the stomach of the Medusa. With res
hind friend old Robert, she is certain he called it
pect to the kind of food on which it depended
a sun-fish.’
for sustenance, Spallanzini was inclined to think
‘Emma is correct in her opinion,’ replied Mr.
that it lived on small fish and marine worms, as
Benson, ‘this tiling which to your eyes, Edward,
he once found a Medusa with a little fish tightly
appears like a mass of jelly, is, or was once a liv
grasped in its feelers, and the seamen of Messina
ing creature, belonging to the genus called, by
informed him that such a sight was by no means
"Linnseus, Medusa. They have sometimes re
uncommon. He farther informs us that the
ceived the expressive name of sea-jellies: by others
substance of these animals was so tender that it
they are called sun-fish, or sea-nettles. This
could he cut with a thread, and was at the same
last name, I presume, is derived from the fact of
time as transparent as glass. Throughout the
their imparting a slight tingling and irritation to
greatest part of it, even when examined with a
the flesh on handling them. I have seen these
microscope, no vessels or fibres could be perceived
animals thrown wantonly into a pail of fresh cold,
J like those ofother creatures, except at the top of
water, which apparently7 caused them great syf- i
' the purse, or stomach, where he found four small
fering, for on such occasions the whole mass con
bunches of long, thin bodies twisted together, re
tracted, and expanded again convulsively: instead
sembling in some respects the intestines of other
of the transparency exhibited while in health,
animals.’
they became opaque and full of white milky
At this part of the narrative Mrs. Stanley paus
fibres.’
‘This Medusa, my dear children,’ said Mrs. ed for a few moments, and Emma took advan
Stanly, ‘reminds me of the promise 1 made you ' tage of the opportunity to inquire eagerly, how
during our voyage up the Sound, and which I the Medusa moved through the sea.
Her mother answered, ‘They have neither
have not forgotten.’
•We did not think, dear mother,’replied Anna, hands nor feet, Emma, and yet they contrive to
‘that you had forgotten it, because you never, I, travel from place to place. They are proved to
believe, make us a promise without remember be animals principally by their possessing powers
ing to keep it; but we were saying this morning of motion, and these depend almost entirely on
that we should he very happy to hear about the their ability to enlarge and contract the outer
bright little worms of the sea, when you were at part of the body. The traveler tells' us that
from a boat he watched the motions of a swim
leisure to tell us.’
•I have only waited that I might get time to ming, Medusa: he perceived that it turned the
clothe the traveler’s Ideas in somewhat more round part of its body towards the surface of the
simple language than he made use of; to night, water in a slanting direction, and that the fringed
edges occupied the space behind. Every few
however, I shall be ready to gratify you.’
minutes
it drew in the latter, and then swelled
When evening came the young Stanleys
seated themselves around their beloved mother them out again. As the animal is always below
with more than common pleasure, because their the surface of the water, it will of course have
anxiety was very great to hear what she had to its open mouth and stomach full of it. As it
draws in its body the water is pressed out of the
tell them.
Mr. Benson also arranged himself in a com four holes that I have mentioned, and thus forc
fortable position in bis large chair, and smiled on ed against the edges: this gives it an impulse,
his young relatives, as he told them he too was which is sufficient to make it proceed onward,
going to be a boy again, and ask permission to while at the same time all its twelve feelers are
stretched beyond the edges of the body like feet.’
hear a story.
Mrs. Stanley here closed her papers, saying at
‘You no doubt recollect,’ said Mrs. Stanley,
the
same time, ‘I have taken so long, brother, to
‘my telling you that the sparkling appearance of
describe
the appearance of the Medusa, that I
the sea-water, which you admired so much dur
think
I
had
better defer the account of the light
ing our voyage, was supposed to be principally
caused by the presence of one particular family it exhibits until another time.’ Mr. Benson as
of marine animals. These were called Medusae sented, telling her as he did so, that it was not
by Linnaeus, and the name was adopted by fol because he felt no inclination to hear what she
lowing writers, until the celebrated Cuvier, and had to say, but because he was afraid they might
the disciples of his school, introduced them un be detained until too late an hour.
<I have been more particular, brother,’she said,
der other names, in their different classifications
‘
in
this part of my narrative, because I wish my
of the animal kingdom. Baron Cuvier ranged
them as a group with some other genera, under children to mark the skill which has been shown
his class of Zoophyte. Lamarch separates them in the formation of this curious creature, which
from many of these, and enumerates them among is ranked amqng the lowest orders of animals.
his Radiaries, as forming a household by them From what you told them of the sufferings in
selves, to which lie gives the expressive name of flicted on the Medusa: by throwing them in cold
Gelatines, or Sea-jellies. I will not perplex your fresh water, they vvill see that they were created
minds, or burden your memories at present with expressly to inhabit salt water. When we think
these different systems, and will speak of them to of all these things, can we hesitate, my dear chil
you by their old-fashioned name of Medusee, dren, to say that the Being who formed them was
since it is by this term you will find them recog full of mercy and consideration for the comfort of
nized by Spallanzini, on whose account I shall his creatures, even the most feeble? And when
depend in giving their history. As the Medusae we see Him exercising so much thought, in al
are in many respects such singular creatures, I ways remembering to place the poor little Medu
shall describe one of them to you more particu sa: exactly in the element suited to them, let us
larly. I have not been able to find in any work be comforted and strengthened in our belief, that
at hand, so clear a description of them as that if we are among his people he will he sure to
furnished by Spallanzini of the species in which cast our lot exactly in the circumstances which
he was peculiarly interested. He says himself are bested suited for us. Our blessed Redeemer
that he had never been able to meet with any ‘but bids us look at the little sparrow, and observe
imperfect accounts of the life and habits of these how well they are taken care of. in order that we
curious animals.’ No author that lie had con may learn1 to trust our heavenly Father entirely.
sulted ever mentioned their luminous appearance We ‘are of more value,’ He assures us, ‘than manyexcepting Linnaeus, and he only in one passage, sparrows,’ and yet not even ‘one of them falls to
in which he asserts that some learned man had the ground without God’s notice.’

CONDUCTED BY THE AUTHOH OF THE “ YOUNG LADIES’ COMPAN.
ION,” “BOTANY OF THE SCRIPTURES,” 11 LIFE OF
WYCLIFFE,” ETC. ETC.

seen ‘in the sea between Spain and America.
Medusae dispersed over the water when calm,
and shining in the night like so many candles.’
Our traveler had found different species of them
in the sea of Genoa and in other places, which
showed no brilliancy at night, hut he was fully
gratified when he beheld those of Messina. The
body of this species was shaped like the head
of a fungus or mushroom, being convex or round
above, and concave or hollow beneath; they vary
in size from two to four inches across; round the
edges they become thinner like the fungus, and
have the appearance of being cut into a fine
fringe; and where that is joined to the stalk, the
Medusae had four long, round, hollow bodies,
called Tentacula, or feelers,* of a large size, and
* ‘Tentacula, or feelers: organs supplying the
place of hands and arms to the animal, intended both
for feeling, and /or seizing and holding food and other
substances, and for conveying it to the mouth,’ See
index to Ware's edition of Smellie’s Philosophy of
Natural History.

To be Coni inuetl.

TIIE SEVEN CHILDREN.
From the German of Krummacher.

'

In the early morning, as the twilight dawned,
a pious father and his wife arose from their night
ly couch, and thanked God for a new day, and for
the refreshment of sleep. But the morning sun
beamed intothe little chamber, and seven chil
dren there lay in their beds and slept.
Then saw they the children all lying in a row,
and the mother spoke: ‘They arc seven in num
ber. Alas! it will come hard upon us to main
tain them.’ And the mother sighed, for there
was a famine in the land.
But the father smiled, and said, -See, do they
notlie, all seven of them, together, and slumber
sweetly, and have they not all rosy checks? The
bright morning also dawns upon them anew, so
that they still seem more beautiful in -our eyes
than seven blooming posies. Mother, let this
ever remind us, that He who causes this morning

dawn, and sendeth sleep, is true, and without
change.’
And now, as they went forth from the cham
ber, there stood beside the door fourteen shoes in
a row, always smaller and smaller, a pair for eve
ry child. Again was the mother reminded, that
there were so many of them, and she wept.
But the father spoke and said: ‘Mother, where
fore do you weep? All the seven have alike
received those round and nimble feet; why then
should we be so concerned about the covering of
them? Have our children confidence in us? why
then should not we have confidence in Him, who
is powerful, far beyond our comprehension? Be
hold! his Sun is now rising! Come, let us also,
like it, begin our daily course, with joyous coun
tenances!’
Thus conversed they, and went to their toil;
and God blessed their labors, so that they had
enough, together with their children; {vifaith
brings fortitude and endurance, and love renews
the strength.

F. Who was it that was thus fed by Ravens?
C. The prophet Elijah, by the brook Cherith.
F. Why did God thus take care of him?
C. Because he was his faithful servant.
F. Yes, my child, and so it shall always be.
He will never leave nor forsake those who trust
in him and serve him truly. He will feel and
care for a child that prays to Him. ‘The young
lions do lack and suffer hunger,but they who trust
in the Lord shall want no manner of thing that is
good.’—Wilberforce's Sunday Stories,

Rev. I. Covert’s IS aim of IAfo.

This is a place of fear; the firmest eye
Hath quail’d to see its shadowy dreariness:
But Christian hope, and heavenly prospects high,
And earthly cares, and nature’s weariness
Have made the timid pilgrim case to fear,
And long to end his painful journey here.

NEW and valuable remedy for the cure of
Coughs, Asthma,-Bronchitis, Croup Whooping
Cough, and incipient diseases of the Lungs and
Windpipe. Extensively used and recommended by
the medical faculty,to whom the receipt has been free
ly made known.
1. COVERT & CO., Proprietors, Auburn, N. Y.
The proprietor is now receiving, almost daily,
testimonials
of the highest respectability in favor of
PROSPECTUS OF THE
his
medicine, from physicians, clergymen, and oth
WESTERN EPISC’OPAT. OBSEBTEB.
ers, who have become acquainted with its nature and
effect,—among which are the following:
VOLUME XI.
Arrangements having been made to publish the [From the Boston Medical Journal, Aug. 26, 1840.]
The following is an extract from an article in that
Gambier Observer and Western Church Journal
simultaneously at Cincinnati and Louisville, at the paper on ‘Morbus Laryngeus Concionatorum,’ or
close of the present volume in December next, the Bronchitis, by Frank 11. Hamilton, Professor of
paper will thenceforth be continued under the name Materia Medica and General Pathology in Geneva
NAIN.
of the Western Episcopal Observer, and printed Medical College:
This city, which was of the tribe of Issachar, at the Western Church Press, Cincinnati.
‘The Rev. I. Covert’s mixture; also now used
The change of location to point so central to so extensively for this affection by clergymen,
and so called from its pleasant situation, is now a
the West, and so convenient for the early reception belongs to the same class of stimulating expector
poor village, consisting merely of a few houses, and rapid diffusion of intelligence, will it is believed, ants, being one of those lucky combinations of me
and, although no monument of antiquity I could greatly increase the usefulness and interest of the dical agents which, while it promotes expectoration,
paper. With a view the more effectually to secure does not impair the tone of the stomach. Of this
find in it, still, from the ruins scattered around, it these objects, the Proprietor has invited and obtained medicine we feel at liberty to speak, since its com
editorial co-operation of the three resident Rec position is not held from the Profession, and we
must have been formerly of considerable extent. the
tors whose names are subjoined with his own. The hope the proprietors will soon see fit to give it to
It is finely situated, having the vast plain of Ez- paper will therefore, from the commencement of the the public. We, therefore, venture to recommend
(the XI) volume be issued under the joint edi it, having employed it in our own case, and in the
draelon, with Tabor, and the mountains ofNaza- next
torship of the subscribers, and printed and published cases of many others with decided benefit.’
reth in front of it, and two miles distant is Endor, as above.
To all whom it may concern: This may certify
The Observer will continue to maintain and put
1 have examined the Rev. I. Covert’s ingre
where Sauk asked counsel of one who had a fa forth with renewed zeal, those leading doctrines of that
dients, compounded under the name of the Balm of
the
Gospel
which
it
has
always
held
and
defended
miliar spirit. Here a youth cut down as a flow
Life: and believe said compound is happily calcula
TIIE RAVENS IN THE FAMINE.
essential to piety of heart and life; and as an ted to relieve persons of all ages and sexes afflicted
The spring time was come; and the birds had er at an early age, and the only son of a fond pa as
Episcopal paper, will continue its faithful advocacy with acute and chronic diseases of the lungs and
all built their nests, and sat upon their smooth rent and disconsolate widow, was restored to life, of the peculiarities o! our communion,
windpipe, as indicated by coughs, difficult breathing,
It is the design of the editors to establish such cor and pains in different parts of the chest, if adminis
round eggs till they had hatched them; and now by the mere word and touch of him who is the re respondence
with the Atlantic cities as will secure tered under suitable circumstances and in appropri
they were busy flying here and there, and running surrection and the life. This leads to reflections the earliest religious intelligence: and by a similar ate doses.
JOSEPH T. PITNEY,
arrangement at the West, to make their journal a
Physician and Surgeon.
along the ground, some picking up seeds, and of a solemn nature. Every one of our Lord’s vehicle of fresh and authentic information, as to the
Auburn, August 31,1838.
some catching flies, and some seizing every worm miracles, wrought in confirmation of his divine establishment and progress of the Church through
This certifies that having examined the Rev. I.
out the Western Dioceses and Missions.
Covert’s Balm of Life, in all its component parts,
which put his head above the damp ground; and mission, was obvious to sense, and open to scru
Chauncey Colton,
we do believe it to be one ol the best compounds
all carrying them off as last as possible to feed tiny, unlike the lying wonders that have been
AVhi. Jackson,
for coughs, chronic inflammations, etc., of which
we
have any knowledge, and do most cordially reJohn T. Brooke,
their young ones, as they were taught to do palmed on human credulity; and farther, inas
commend its use to all afflicted with the above
H
enry
V.
D.
J
ohns
by the instinct which God Almighty had given much as every one of them was a perfect, and
named diseases.
In addition to (he above arrangement for the responsible editorship of the OB
J. W. DANIELS, M. D., ?
them. It was a busy, happy scene. Cheerful manifestly superhuman work in itself, not less dif SERVER, a department of it has been assigned to ihe pen of the author of the
W. J. LOVEJOY, M. D., \ Salina.
“Young Ladies’Companion,” the “Life of Wycliffe,” etc. etc. The columns un
der
her
charge
will
be
mainly
devoted
to
original
matter,
or
selections
from
olhe
too it was to the car as well as to the eye; for ferent would it appear from the gifts of healing, sources, chiefly designed to guide and i nstruct youthful minds,—while reference
GORDON NEEDHAM, M. D., Onondaga. ,
will be had to interesting and recreating them by Ihe recital of facts drawn from
E. LAWRENCE, M. D., Baldwiusville.
sometimes they stopped from their labor to sing a of which some individuals, while I am now writ some of the various branches of Natural 'History and from Natural Philosophy.
H is designed to embellish this department of the paper with occasional pictorial
The nature of the composition of the Rev. I. Cov
of such subjects as mav be. supposed particularly inter esting. A por
song of praise to the good God who has made this ing, claim to he possessed. Moreover, in every illustrations
tion of the space under the charge of Miss COXE, will be occupied with matter ert’s Balm of Life, having been fully explained to
more particularly interesting to the female portion of our readers.
the following medical gentlemen, they have consen
happy world.
instance of Christ putting forth this divine power,
ted that they may be referred to as authority for its
Gambier, Ohio, Oct. 29, 1840.
Amongst these birds there were two great black which lodged in him as its fountain head, there
utility as an expectorant in those chronic cases of
I have seen with great satisfaction the particulars pulmonary disease in which that class of remedies
ones called Ravens. These flew to a town a long was an exercise of the very tenderest compassion, of the new arrangement with respect to the pub is indicated.
way off, and there they lighted by a great shop, and willing benevolence, as it were, a two-fold lication editorship, &c., of the Gambier Observer,
D. M. Reese, M. D, Professor of Theory and
hereafter to be called the “ Western Episcopal Ob
where a man was busy selling bread and meat to exhibition of the Deity, in his dreadful attribute server.” It is reasonable to anticipate a great acces Practice of Medicipe in the Albany Medical College.
the people who came to buy. The man threw of omnipotence, softened by the loveliest features sion to the value, circulation and usefulness of the
J. M’Naughton, M. D., Professor of Anatomy
paper, from so great an accession of strengthto its
them each a lump of bread and piece of meat of his glorious character, blending with it unut editorial labors. Its publication at Cincinnati and and Physiology in the Fairfield Medical College.
Mark Stephenson, M. D., New York city.
for the sport of the people round: and the birds terable love, which is the divine essence, and in Louisville will bring it into very easy connection with
Doct. M. McKnight, New York city.
all ourwestern and south-western dioceses, while its
J. R. Mitchell, M. D., Philadelphia.
took them in tlieir strong beaks, and flew straight finite mercies, whereof God is the Father. His pages will afford a ready opportunity for the publi
C. D. Townsend, M. D., or John Wilson, M. D.,
of whatever internal matters they may sev
a way with them—and the people clapped their entire life was indeed, without intermission, de cation
erally desire to show to the public. With an earn Albany.
From the Rev. D. More.—In 1325 my lungs be
hands and shouted. But they were all surprised voted to going about doing good to the bodies and est hope that the paper will be as well sustained by
strong subscription, as it certainly will by a vigor came seriously diseased, and continued so for nearly
when just at night the same birds came again to souls of sinful creatures; for he before all the aous
editorship, I feel the greatest cheerfulness in fourteen years; and about six years since I was at
the same place, and seemed to ask for more: and sons of men was immeasurably endowed the recommending it to the patronage of the communi tacked with a chronic bronchitis, which occasioned
me much pain and distress, attended by difficult
then flew away with what was given them, just most richly with every best and noblest talent, ty.
breathing and pains in various parts of the chest.
Chas. P. McIi.vaine,
Bishop of the Diocese of Ohio. In March last I purchased a bottle of Rev. I. Co
as they had done in the morning. The next day and was also equally distinguished before all
vert’s Balm of Life, and the effect has been, that my
they came again as soon as the shop was open, others, by his diligent use and improvement of
breathing is about as before I was taken, my chron
St. Louis, Nov. 19th, 1840.
ic bronchitis nearly, if not altogether cured, and
and when they had got what they wanted, away them. Great, exclaims an inspired apostle, is the
I cordially concur in the above.
the pains of the chest have subsided. 1 have great
Jackson Kemper,
they flew'with it,and were seen no more till night; mystery of godliness—God manifest in the flesh!
confidence
in the Balm of Life, and think it a good
Missionary Bishopfor Missouri, Wisconsin and, Ioiva,
and
safe medicine.
And
it
is
even
so;
nor
is
there
one
subject
and then again they only stayed till some bread
and Provisional Bishop of Indiana.
DAVID MORE.
and meat was given them; and then nobody saw within the whole compass of revelation itself
Aurelius, N. Y., Aug 21, 1839.
Detroit, Feb. 3, 1841.
From the Rev. H. Bannister, A. B., Teacher of
more of them. Many persons tried to watch which, fo meditate aright, more impressively de
I cordially concur in the above.
Languages, in the Cazenovia Seminary.—This cer
Same. A. McCobkry,
them; they must have, it was thought, some great mands the cherishing of that frame of mind, so
Bishop of the Diocese of Michigan. tifies that I have successfully used the Rev. I. Co
vert's Balm of Life, in the case of an obstinate
nest near, and they took all this with them to distinguished in those who, believing, have been
cold which resulted in a settled inflammation of the
Lexington, Ky. Dec. Wth, 4840.
taught Christ Jesus, even as babes sitting at his
feed their nestlings.
lungs, the Balm of Life, after the trial of several
The.plan
of
transferring
the
Gambier
Observer
to
feet,
by
humble
prayer,
and
patient
searching
of
But perhaps these people were quite wrong; for
other medicines for several weeks, effected a grad
a more central point for the whole west, with the ual but permanent cure.
,
God, who has taught birds in general to feed their the scriptures respecting him. While thus only hope of rendering it, in time, what its new name
II. BANNISTER.
imports,
‘
A
Western
Episcopal
Observer,
’
meets
Cazenovia, April 18, 1839.
young ones, has before now taught them a differ can they escape the danger of eating the forbidden with my cordial approbation; and I shall be ready,
The following from the Rev. L. Halsey, D. D.,
ent lesson. So it was at that time of which we fruit of a vain and presumptuous knowledge, be at all times, to lend a helping hand, in every way in Professor of Ecclesiastical History, etc., in the Au
my
power,
to
its
able
editors
and
conductors.
yond
what
is
revealed
—
a
sin
which
identifies
it

burn Theological Seminary, has just been recei
read in the Bible, when he taught Ravens to
B. B. Smith,
ved:
Bishop of the Diocese of Kentucky.
feed one of the Prophets. Ifany one could have self with that so fearfully denounced, of adding to,
Rev. I. Covert—My Dear Sir: In referrence to
flown with them and seen all their doings, it or taking from, the words of the book of life!—
your medicine, I deem it rny duty to state, that for
TERMS.
The Western Episcopal Observer will be is a long time I have been afflicted with a chronic bron
would have been a strange sight. How they got flue Wilson.
sued weekly on a double medium folio sheet, on pa chitis and its usual accompavaniments; and I was
the meat we do not know: but we know that any
per fine of quality and with new and handsome type, induced to try your preparation, on the assurance
[The writer of the following hymn was John Beth and furnished to subscribers on the following terms: from medical men that it contained no hazardous
one who could have flown with them, would une
, the son of a farm servant, in England, who du $2,50 in advance or $3,00 at the end of six months. ingredients. The result has been the allaying
febrile irritations and gradual restoration of healthy
have seen that as soon as they got it they flew ring the whole of his short life endured the priva
tions of extreme poverty. When a child, lie was
functions to the throat, so that I am enabled to re
straight away with it to another country. Then employed to herd cattle, and his subsequent occu .Boarding and Bay School for Vosmy JLadics. turn to the labors of the desk. I think the medi
CONDUCTED BY MRS. GOOCH,
cine entitled to the attention of all persons similarly
they passed over a land where every thing was pation was stone breaking on the public roads, then
Walnut-Street, (near Fourth,) Cincinnati.
affected.
for a short time the business of weaving, and after
dry and burnt up for want of rain. It had not wards such tasks as are usually performed by com rlMlE course of instruction pursued in this estaYours truly,
LUTHER HALSEY.
.JL
blislnnent
includes
all
the
most
important
and
Auburn Theo. Seminary, March 9, 1840.
rained fora whole year, and all the brooks were mon laborers. On the 1st of September, 1839, after useful branches of female education, comprising the
enduring a lingering illness, occasioned in great
EPPrice $1 per bottle.
dry. The little streams which had leapt from measure by excessive toil, this gifted and excellent following studies: The English and French lan
For sale in Cincinnati (wholesale and retail) by
guages,
Writing,
Arithmetic,
Geography,
Composi

stone to stone were drunk in by the thirsty young man was released from the sorrows of earth: tion, Ancient and Modern History, Rhetoric,Philos
B. F. SANFORD.
and to the fraternal effection of his brother, the pub
at
the proprietors’ ‘Western office’ on Fourth Street
ground, and the murmuring voice was no more lic is indebted for a highly interesting account of ophy, Astronomy (with the use of Globes), Bellesbetween
Main
and
Sycamore.
Lettres,
&c.
heard; the corn was parched up and would not his humble career. The character of Bethune, as
Sold also in Columbus, by Isaac N. Whiting
Harp, Piano-forte and Drawing, with Landscape
pourtrayed by his brother, was no less ennobled by
Zanesville, by A. Lippitt.
grow; the grass was dried and withered; the cat virtue than adorned by genius. To difficulties that and Flower Painting.
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